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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM. 
Intro duction. The search for a unified presentation of quantum 
phenomena and relativity phenomena - in the :opinion of most theo-
r etical physicists - has so far not lead to a satisfactory solution. 
Its solution would reestablish the unity in the structure of physical 
laws which was present - with certain limitations - before the 
discovery of quantum and nuclear phenomena. 
A unification of this type would bring our knowledge 
about inert matter nearer to t he ideal of a closedl or :totally ilite-
grated system of which mathematics or logic is the prototype. 
By proceeding towards this ideal of a closed and closely 
knit system, we take a step toward greater abstraction and greater 
coherence. T'.r:e se characteristics of incr eased abstraction and 
coherence have marked the progress oft heoretical physics and one 
may regard these features as an element in a continuous and 
irreversible process. 
In •.fact, if we define ~ogress in theoretical physics as an 
irreversible process toward increased abstraction and coherence, we 
correlate it to the direction of the arrow of time and entropy, to 
the loss of avaiJ,atility of energy and temperature and other 
continuous, one-dimensional, irreversible and assymetric processes. 
A question arises at once: 1Can ~aws or descriptions of physics, 
such as irreversibility, be linked with mental processes, such as 
progress?' May this question, >Yhich is later to be discussed in 
1. v11ERKMEI STER: BSK 415 
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detail, serve at present only to recall the strong impact that 
. . 
physical theories have had on questions of metaphysics. For instance, 
the principle of conservation of energy on the mind-body problem; 
the methods of quantum mechanics on logic, and on the concept of 
causality. It is not unlikely that one of the most important 
results of a unified theory of quantum phenomena and relativistic 
. . 
phenomena 1vill be its impact on that branch of ~hilosophy which 
deals -~vi th the basis and structure of knovvledge. 
Construction of a Universe. A closed system of mathematical 
symbols bearing a one-to-one coma spondence to the entire exre ri-
mental knew ledge of physics would give us the building specifications 
for reconstructing our universe. Alternatively, we' could construct 
a universe with slightly modified building specifications. It is 
~~pose of this dissertation to construct a universe with two, 
instead of three space dimensions. 
The construction of a Two-Space Universe vvill illustrate 
methods and procedures used in attempts to establish a unified 
theory. lor this reason a substantial part of this dissertation 
will be concerned with testing and examining methods through which 
the laws of physics are knit together into a unified presentation. 
Heview of the Work of Other Investigators. Gonside: able rr ogress 
towards the agreed upon goal of greater coherence and abstraction 
in describing the laws of physics has been made through different 
methods: 
2. 
i. Analysis of fundamental constants: Eddington's 
contributions in this field are outstanding. 
ii. Non-commutative algebras: Introduction into physical 
theory of matrices and operators is principally due to 
P.A.M. Diracl and w. Pauli. 
iii. Symmetry properties: A survey of applications of Group 
Theory to Quantum Mechanics and to Relativity is given 
by Weyl2 and van der Vifaerden3. 
iv. Epistemological evaluation. This approach has only been 
attempted by Eddington. 
Eddington vrl.th superb.:. mathematical power and insight into 
ihemature of physics, stands alone in an effort to interrelate all 
four sources of information about the structure of the universe. 
An acount of it is given in his 1·vorks 'The Relativity Theory of 
Protons and Electrons4; ' 'The Dublin Lectures •5; and 'Fundrunental 
'l'heory•6. 
Correlation of Fundamental Constants. Philosophers have bem 
foremost to recognize the epistemological value of constants of nature. 
This interest arises on account of a tendency of these constants 
to occur in apparently unrelated fields of physics. Any subseq1ent 
attempt to unify the se fields in which the sane constants occurred, 
did not only meet vv.ith success but lead to new results which far 
exceeded even the keenest expectations of those who 
1~ DIRAC: Quanttim illiechanics, Jrd ed. 1947. 
2~ ~vEYL: Gruppentheorie und Quantenmechanik, 2nd ed. 1930. 
3. Vf.AERDEN: Die Gruppentheoretische Methode in der Quantenmecllanik, 1932. 
4. EDDINGTON: Cambridge University Pres~ 1936• 
5~ EDDlli'fON: University of Dublin Publications, 1941. 
6. EDDINTON : Cambridge Univer sity Press, 1943. 
correlated the two apparently isolated branches of physics. 
To illustrate the philosophers' point of view, consider 
Werkmeister 1s1 interpretation: 
"The discovery of general constants is particularly 
important because they are the 11 empiricalfl core of a science and 
are necessary to make the equations "work.n Further-
more, the general constants, by appearing as invariable 
factors in different equations, interrelate these equations 
and thus establish a systemic unity that could not other-
wise be achieved. The fact, for example, that the 
velocity of light in a vacuum is equal to a certain con-
stant, c, in 1fu.x:well 1 s equations was sufficient to identify 
light and electromagnetic phenomena; and the phenomena 
linked toge ther by Planck's constant, h, the basic 
eonstant of quantum mechanics, are legion. In all such 
cases, the numerical interrelations disclosed in the constants 
suffice to warrant the a ssertion of a homogeneity of 
physical objects \~ich far transcends the heterogeneity of 
perceptua+ qualities. uence, it is not the assumption of 
metaphysical "essences, 11 but the affirmation of numerical 
and measurable 11 constants 11 which give s to science its 
power to integrate experience - a power which, in cogency 
and exactitude, surp~sses all other efforts to achieve 
such integration. · 'l.'he basic "constants" of empirical · 
science provide us with criteria of objectivity for whiCh 
we look in vain among the qualities of sense perception. 11 
A construction of a system of units and fundamental 
constants for the Two--Space Universe is attempted in this dissertation. 
The system to be developed is based upon Eddington's contributions, 
which will be surveyed md evaluated with a view to adopt and 
extend them to our Tim-Space World. 
Review of ·iiork on Con-cormnutative Al gebras. A set of anticommuting 
symbols or Cliffon:l.numbers generated by n :. 2 symbols were first 
investigated by Hamilton and are commonly known as Quater.nions. 
Their matrix representation and their introduction into physical 
theory is due to Pauli 2and for this reason are called Pauli matrices. 
1. iiERKME ISTER: BSK 337 
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Clifford numbers generated by n • 4 symbols were introduced by 
DiraJ. into physics. f.v.Neuma.nn2 showed that the complete set 
consisted of four 1natrices and Eddington3 thoroughly investigated 
the complete set and linked them to Clif ford numbers. Van der 
\vaerden4 investigated the set n ::.- 4 from a group-theoretical 
point of vie·w. 
Clifford numbers generated by n ., 3 symbols are 
investigated in ·t..1.is pa:per and ap plicat ions to physics are ron-
side red. 
Since the total number of symbols of a comple t e set is 
JO' 2 , the system with n = 2 vms called Quaternion Analysis. Eddington 1 s 
system vd.th n = 4 is r eferre d to by Whitta.ke r.5 as Sedenion .1\.nalysis. 
1ne calculus here investigated, in which n • 3, will therefore be 
r eferred to as Octavion Analysis. 
Pauli and Eddington Matrices. 1he Pauli matrices lead to a 
:l 
scheme consisting of 4 , or 16 elements, 'mich are f r equently refferred 
to as ll dimensions 11 • 'I .~ddington 1 smatrices lead to a scheme of 4 , 
or 2.56 dimens ions. In each case , t he alagebra asSJ cia ted with the 
matrice s has symmetry propertie s, vfuic.'1 can be ide ntified very 
successfully with the l aws of physics. For the Tl''lO-Space Universe 
an intermediat e case suggests itself, namely a 43 or 64 dimensional 
universe. If it is formally posable to construct such a universe, 
the symmetry pr operties '~11 admit certain types of physical 
phenomena and r e j e ct others. An analysis of these phenomena is to 
be made. 
1. DI RAC: QM 2.56 
2~ ZEI~t f. PHYSIK 48 
3• EDDINGTON: Proc. Roy. 
4. V. D. "'fAERDEN: GM .5.5 
.5. EDDI NGTON: FT Editor' s 
881 (1928 ) 
Soc. A 121 .524 (1928) 
Application may be possible to surroundings of restricted 
symmet~, for instance to surface phenomena, to c~stal structure, 
or to pr oblems >vith cylinderal symmetry which frequently occur in 
hydrodynamics, electrostatics, and in the theo~ of potentials. 
Syrmnetry Properties . Group theory, in my opinion, would be a 
most powerful tool in evaluating symmetry properties, but I am 
not sufficiently familiar with this method to justify its application 
to this problem. It would probably be a fruitful task to examine 
the problem under consideration in the light of group theoretical 
-methods. 
In the present 'investigation, symmetry properties were 
~sed to develop a new algebra or to adapt an algebra developed for 
a different purpose. For the present investigation suCh an algebra 
was developed f rom the epistemological concept of •measurement• and 
was identif i ed vdth a non-commutat ive algebra. The epistemological 
concept of measurement was then successfully identified vdth the 
basic Laws of Motion and the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 
The t ype of symmetry upon which the development is based implies a 
four-point element and is best visualized by reference to a four-
point figure. 
"Four-point elements are differentiated by what might be 
called trapezoidal characters in whiCh pairs of sides are 
not commutable, so that we could distinguish an element 
ABCD trapezoidal with respect to AB,CD from one 
trape1oidal with re spect to AC,BD.l c 
i :: :[ ~J~ 
$ 
1. EDDINGTON : MR 226 
These characteristics of symmetry and the corresponding 
algebra shows on closer examination to be a generalized case of a 
number of systems in use, among them 
a. The Poisson Bracketsl in Classical Mechanics: (A,B) 
b. Jacobians as introduced by ::>haw2 into thermodynamics: 
J(A,B) 
c. Bridgeman 1 s3 thelmlodynamic differentials: ( dA)6 
d. Pauli 1 s4 anticonnnuting matrices: AB ~ BA .. 0 
e. The Substitution groups of Prins5. 
4pisternological evaluation. Physicists have often attempted to 
reduce the laws of nature to the simplest possible form, and frequently 
an attempt was made to reduce this simple form to an epistemological 
concept. Example: The Law of Least Action whiCh describes a 
substantial part of mechanics, can be interpreted that Nature (or God) 
operates ·with the 'least effort 11 or ·what seems to us as least effort. 
Epistemology is particularly well suited to formulate the 
physical laws governing a Two-space Universe for the follovving 
reason. Any axiom, which serves to build this Tw·o-space Universe 
with a total of sixty-four dimensions, must be so ronstructed as to 
lead to our observational knmvledge of physics, if applied to a 
Three-space Universe with a total of two hundred and fifty-six 
dimensions. Consequently, these axioms as well as the method of 
reasoning by necessity ought to be aloof of our 256 dimensional 
world of reality or of the 64 dimensional world which we paln to con-
struct. A system free of physical hypothesis relating to a three-
1• DIRAC : QM 85 
2~ SHAN: Proc. Roy. :Soc. 19.3:5.i A2~_4, 299 · Formulas. 3 ~ BRIDGEl.Wi : Jt G0ndense.cll. Cb:)l _e,CJt;JiPlil:. ~ Tl~xmodyn.~,c. . , . . . . . _:. 
4. EDDING'fON: RP 4 7 
5. PRINS: Chern. Phys. 16 6~ (1948) 
7 
dimensional universe may be deduced from concepts similar to the 
above mentioned principle of 'least effort •. Axioms of this 
type vvill be referred to as epistemological concepts or principles. 
Frequent reference >r.lll therefore be made to establish epistemologiQal 
principles, especially to those developed by Eddington. 
Then the crucial problem here is: Can physical laws be 
predicted a priori regardless of experience if the description is 
general enough and also - - if the analogist is ingenious enough? 
If the existence of physical structure is accepted, can its 
Characteristics be inferred by an epistemological evaluation? 
An examination of the origin. of ,the_ General Theory of 
Relativity may serve as a possible answer to these questions. 
The General Theory of Relativity was postulated on the 
basis of no, or hardly any, empirical evidence. It arose from an 
attempt to state the laws of physics independent of the space-time 
frame of the observer. ~~hen the theory was postulateJ, the concept 
of invariance with respect to a space-time frame was a result of 
epistemological reasoning. 
Initially, it was not the purpose of the theory to explain 
a series of knovm factswhich could bot be explci.ined by already 
existing theories. Only after the theory had been postulated, 
were experirnen:t;s specifically designed to decide bet\veen the new 
theory and existing theories. '£he important point here is that 
without the theory,sruhtable experiments ·c:mld not have been 
designed. The theory preceeded the experiment and~_ epistemQlpgic 
concept preceeded the theory. 
If, on the basis of Democri tus 1 atomic theory, experiments 
had been designed and had this theory been subjected to the same 
kind of crucial experiments as the theory of relativity, similar 
success would doubtlessly have been achieved. 
'lne epis temological evaluation of the concept of 
measurement, which is developed in this dissertation, -..vill serve to 
establish a common origin of the axioms of Mechanics and the 
axioms of Thermodynamics on the basis of common symmetry relations. 
A link between these two theories so far existed only on the basis 
of statistical mechanics and to some extent alsc on the basis of the 
phy sicists• nmodel" or mental picture of thermodynamic processes as 
an aggregate of mechanical collisions. 
BUILDING MATBRIAL OF A TwO-SPACE UNIVERSE. 
Assumption: The Statistical Laws. The two fundamental pillars 
upon which the structure of our physical world rests are laws of 
statistics. 
i. THE SECOND L.t~W OF THERMODYNAMICS. 
ii. THE PAULI EXCLUSI ON PRDWIPlli . 
As far as physics is concerned, both are neither laws 
or principles but assumptions. If they are assumed, a coher ent 
universe could be constructed on that basis although such a univer se 
would not immediately point to quantum or ele ctric phenomena. These 
statistical asSlmptions imply the existence o~ the concept of 
energy, and in particular they govern: 
i. THE ffi OCESS OF ENERGY- 'l'RANSFER. 
ii. THE PRESENCE OF ENERGY-C.EN 'l'RES. 
The Ener gy point of View. Energy considerations permit us to state 
our basic assumptions in a new fb rm: 
i. ENERGY-TRANSFER OCCURS ON 'J;'HE BASIS OF STATISTICAL 
LANS, SUCH THAT ONLY (}! ANGES FROM A LESS P:H.OBABLE STATE 
TO A MORE PHOBABlli STATE ARE OBSERVABLE. 
By PHOBABLE state is meant a certain stat istical value 
de termined on the basis of order or disorder of 
arrangement. 
CHANGE implies a r e l ation with r e spect to tmme, 
irre~ ective of space. 
iO 
ii. ENERGY-CENTRES OCCUR ON 'rHE BASIS OF STATISTICAL · 
LAViS , SUCH THAT ONLY T HE PRESENCE OF UNIQUE PATTERNS OF 
CHARACT&~ISTICS IS OBSERVABLE. 
By UNIQUE PATTERN is meant an arrangment of characteristics 
such as charge and spin, determined on the basis that no 
two patterns are statistically identical. 
PRES~NCE implies a relation vdth respect to space, 
irre~ective of time. 
This formulation S1 ows marked similarities with respect to 
the basic concept of energy, with !·re ~:p ect to common statistical origin 
and vd th regcr d to the relation of what can be observed and what 
there is 
Coherence of Observed Knowledge. A clarification of the r elation of 
what can te :>bserved and vvhat there is leads at once to the 
crucial question upon which the investigation is centred: 
Is our knowledge about physics determined by our perception 
mechanism? 
If indeed, the observed knowledge is only a statistical 
selection or a cross-section, this opens new vistas to a radicaly 
different and possibly more coherent description of physical 
phenomena. 
Instead of describing only the cross-section which we are 
able to p3rceive, let us investigate the full system from which we 
are likely to obtain a more coherent formulation of physical laws. 
1.1. 
Per haps it is difficult to visualise that the three 
dimensions which are ordinarily attributed by our sensory experience 
to space are only a cross-section of a more coherent sixteen-
dimensional system, of which only three a:L'\3 directly observable to 
us. Let us imagine a mind which could only perceive two - instead 
of three - dimensions, for instance an organism capableof living on 
a water - air surface. Let us postulate that this mind has no nay 
of perceiving a direction perpendicul~ to the surface and is 
therefore limited to a two-space exclusively. How wculd the laws:· of 
nature appear to such a mind? A mathematical formulation of the laws 
of physics would be posable using only two dimensions, but a more 
coherent system could be obtained, if a third auxiliary space 
dimension is~_postulated. ~ch a three dimensional world must however 
always remain a mathematical fiction to our two-space organism, 
si.. nee its percepti(11B mechanism cannot directly verify the existence 
of a third space dimension. 
Returning now to our three-space world, we find that 
evidence based on a more coherent mathematical formulation of the 
physical laws iB overwhelmingly in favour of a four.r.climensionaJ. . uriiverse 
of time and space, and - on the basis of Eddington's description -
greater . coherence is aChieved as the number of total dimensions is 
increased from four to 42 and subsequently to !l+. 
Conversely, if the observed knowledge consists only of 
a cross-section or a statistical selection from a more ~herent 
scheme, then the human perceptive: mechanism which performs the 
selection is itself the origin of the laws of nature. This 
iZ 
interpretation of physics is summarized in the axiom: Der Verstand 
ist selbst der Quell der Gesetze der Naturl. 
If we accept this axiom, we can deduce from a knowledge of 
the human perception mechanism, all laws of net ure •vi thout the 
necessity of appeal to experience. This will be attempted. 
Definition of Time and Space. A second conclusion can be drava1 from 
the statistical laws, as stated from the energy point of view: 
The re:p ective relevance of time and space in both 11 la:ws 11 • 
seems more than a coincidence. In ·Sact, in a system ~mich assigns 
time and space an equivalent status, it might not be too difficult to 
give a common formulation to the Seo nd Law of Thermodynamies and the 
Pauli Exclusion Principle. In the present problem, hoVi·ever, the 
primary concern is not with the synthesis of existing laws, but 
vii th an analysis in a two-space world of such principles ·which 
might b e common to a t\vo-space vmrld and a three-space world. .li'or this 
reason, I wish to assume that statistical laws do hold in the 
two-space world which I wish to construct. I can now reverse my 
previous definitions and define space and time in the t-wo-space world 
from my basic statistical assumptions: 
i.TIME IS THE QUANTITY, WITH RESPECT 1'0 .. 1VHICH ENERGY-
TRANSFER FROM A LESS ffi OBABLE STATE TO A MOli.E ffi OBABLE STATE 
IS OBSERVABLE. 
ii. SPACE IS THE QUANTITY, 1NITH ~SBECT TO mUCH ENERGY-
CEN'rRES ~YITH UNIQUE PATTERNS OF CHARACTERISTICS AHE 
OBSERVABLE. 
1. KM~T: Kritik der reinen Verunft (lst ed., p. 127) 
Freely translated: "The human perception mechanism is itself 
the origin of the laws of nature." 
Statistical View of Time and Space. 
At this point, it might be objected that all the good 
, this definition does is to substitute for Kant's categories of time 
and space those of energy and statistics. For the purpose o.f" build-
ing a two-space ·world, the latter concepts are more -fundamental 
since time and space lose their independent meaning under relativity 
rotations as well as when we consider a particle in the region of 
the Uncertainty Principle. 
Limitation imposed by the Uncertainty Principle: 
A definition based upon ::t atistics introduces us into 
the physical world composed of quantities that are statistically 
significant. Such quanti ties are termed by Eddington 'pseudo-
individuals.~~ True individuals can then be treated as special cases 
which do not obey the laws of statistics and causality but the laws 
of individuality and uncertaLnty. Our ·definitions will lead us 
therefore directly to the physics of statistically significant 
samples that is Newtonian Physics, but unlike the Newtonian def-
inition of space and t ime, the above definitions of these entities 
keep the individuality and uncertainty in mind. Jii··,.fact, in the 
uncertainty region, the definition of time becomes automatically 
meaningless as of course it sho1.U;), because then we are dealin~ with 
indiv.iduals and not with statistically significant quantities. 
Limitations iiiiposed by . relativity rotations: 
A-defiriitfon: "of. time· c11 ·d 1p ace based upon statistical 
laws will break dovm at the extremes of the velocity spectrum, 
14 
namely if ene.rgy centres bea:>me either waves or particles at rest. 
In the first case, the total energy (E) consists exclusively of 
ene rg-j of mo~ion (pc), in the second case exclusively of energy of 
rest (me ) • Both these conditions are degenerate since they do 
not admit a statistical ensemble as required by our definition of 
time and space: If all energy-centres are either at rest or are 
waves, .no energy transfer can occur. 
Since an observer on a wave can have no measure of time, 
we might consider him : at rest with respect to time, with space 
pas s ing by at the maximum possible rate (c). For a particle at 
rest, :'interchange. : in the previous statements, the words space and 
time. 'Ibis :.'.can be ·e:xpressed :in mathematical symbols: 
~ L ~ &. • ~ :.. 
Energy Centres (edt) - (dr) = (ds) (E) -(cp) : (m c ) 
est vrith r e spect to dr = 0 edt=- ds cp:: 0 E =me 
.... 
space 
rest with respect to time ds = 0 edt : dr 
L 
.::o E me .~~r pc 
Application to Two-Space. 
The principal advantage of this formulation is that these 
definitions embody the fundamental laws of physics· which are there-
fore automatically obeyed in the Tvm-s:r;a ce Universe. 
Finally we can at once deduce a lack of symmetry from this 
definition of time ·while no such feature is implied :· in i' spac~S. 
Definition (i) firmly established the direction and uniqueness of the 
arrow of time 1vhile definition (ii) leaves at libery the direction of 
space wnich may be manifold. To conform our notation with these 
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features, we shall in general label a quantity A vvith subscripts 
such that 
i. _its component Ao refers to time, ~synnnetry, uniqueness 
ii. its component A~ refers to space, s,ymmetry, s : 1,2,3, 
• • • manifoldness. 
In our case s - 2 for a two-space universe. 
ib 
STRUCTUFl~ RELATIONS IN A Tfl0-SPACE UNIVERSE. 
Procedure. In this search for the origin of the laws of nature, the 
human perceptive mechanism itself was found to be responsible for 
selecting between what is actually observable and what is not. 
Information about the structure of the universe will therefore come 
from an anmver to the question: 1how do we know•. Here the enquiry 
transcends the competence of physics and becomes a problem of 
epistemology. 
Can an epistemological concept be identified wvith a law 
of physics? An attempt is made to derive the structure of the Two-
Space Universe by epistemological reasoning, it being assumed that a 
Mti:NTAL process of this kind may be applied equally to any type of 
MAT&~IAL Universe. 
In this chapter, tvw specific examples given to · 
demonstrate the evaluation of ·an .. epistemological concept are.: 
1. measurement 
ii. observation. 
In each case the following steps are taken;. 
a. The Basic Assumption ,gives a statement examining the 
epistemological concept. This might involve, for instance a 
clarification of the symmetry properties implied in the concept. 
b. The Mathematical Formulation interprets t he assumption 
in terms of mathematical symbols. For instance, it might find an 
algebra bearing a one-to-one correspondence to the symmetry 
properties of the original conce~ • 
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c. An Evaluation explores the properties of the system. 
This phase would require, for instance, an investigation of the 
algebra determined by the symmetry properties implied in the assumption. 
It is a translation into a calculus in vihich the experimentalist 
is likely to express his results. 
d. The Identification with Reality should consist of a 
one-to-one correspondence of the derived mathematical relations vvith 
the physical laws as frund by the experimentalist. 
In the next chapter, the validity and value of the method 
will be discussed. In the example given, such identification leads 
to an original contribution to physics by establishing a non-
statistical link between certain fundamental laws of mechanics and 
thermodynamics. 
Basic Assumption: The Concept of Measurement. A measurement of a 
physical quantity is a relation between two sets of two entities 
each or four relata, namely, the terminals of the object and the 
st.andard. 
This s;rmmetry can be expressed by an algebra of four 
elements, with symmetry conditions to give two sets of tYm elements 
each. Interchange of object and standar-d will affect only the 
position and not the relation between the two sets. Similarly, 
simultaneous reversal of terminals in both sets vr.ill not affect the 
relationship. 
Mathematical l•ormulation. The elements of the algebra are given 
by four distinct symbols: 
. p,P,q,Q 
No t wo symbols must coalesce, since the algebra would reduce to a 
three-symbol algebra contrary to our postulate. 
i.A t wo-symbol (x,y) is defined in such a marmer that the 
given symmetry relation is expressed by: 
(p,q) ::r (P,Q) 
This uniquely determines two sets of two symbols each. 
ii. A one-to-one correspondence of the symbols to the 
epistemological concept is achieved since the equation is invariant 
under a simultaneous interchange of p to P and q to Q. Similarly 
the equation is invariant under interchange of p . to q and P to Q 
in accordance yd. th the imposed requirements. 
Bvaluation. 
i. Let H be an operator that reverses the position of 
the symbols~· R(x,y) ::. (y,x) and R(y,x) a (x,y) 
give 
'1. 
R (x,y) 
-
(x,y) or R.-. • 1 with R.z. f R 
Hence ~ R = -1 or (x,y) :. -(y,x). 
ii. Since x andy can be any symbols 
(x,x): -(x,x), but any qu~tity that equals its 
negative can only be zero. 
Hence for every, symbol of the calculus 
(x,x) ::: 0 
iii. Symmary o~ symbols: 
(p,p) (p, P) ' (p,q) (p,Q) -= 0 M M M.-f 
(P,p) (P, .( (P,q) (P, Q) 
-MI {) M~ M 
(q,p) (q,P: (q,q) (q,Q) - M - M ~ 0 M~ 
(Q,p) (Q,P) (Q,q) (Q, Q) - M-4- - M -M, 0 
iv. Condition of l inear independence between the 
M symbol s is that the determinant 6f the abov(i matrix is not . z~ro. 'l.ne 
system· v-fill :be ~non.:.ciegenerate if: 
M2. = M1 Ma. -M~M.,. 
(~,P) (q,Q) f- (P,q) (p,Q) f (q,p ) (P,Q) - 0 
v. To link our algebra with the commonly used language 
of the experiment alist, it is necessary to examine the operations 
of addition, mllitiplication and differentiation. 
Addition can be consistently defined by: 
(x ~ y,z) • (x,z) ~ (y,z) 
r~tiplicationl can only be consistently defined subject to two 
restrictions: 
the order of t he symbols is preserved . ~xy,wz) • (xy,zw) 
and an additional relation is imposed (x ,y 'J>C xy -yx 
Repeated application of the multiplication formula gives: 
, (x,y) :. nx- 1 (x ,y) or [x:y)_ = nx ,._, 
(x ,y) 
This defines an operation analogous to differentiation, namely: 
l. DI RAC: QM 80 
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Identification >'lith Reality. In the previous per agraph, the key 
was given to us to translate the results of our algebra into the 
language of the e~rimentalist who can .nG"fidentify our results with 
e:;q:e rience. 
The Key: 
i.From 
(zzy) 
(x,y) 
(p,q) 
-fg~ )y 
-: (P,Q) 
Four and only four equations are then obtainable: 
(~ ={"JQ\ 
\JP]q ~p 
(~~)Q = e~ )r 
-~~=~q 
-~p=~p 
(p,q) ~ ~Q,P~ 
"fP,CiT q,P 
(p,Q) = ~9zP~ (P,Q) q,p 
-~p,q~ ::. ~P,Q~ Q,q q,P 
-tp;P) = ?'p? 
. q;p q,p 
These equations give the axiom of thermodynamics 
(The Second Law of Tb.ermodynamics) as first stated by Clark 
~~rell in differential form. These equations gi~e also the axiom 
of mechanics (Nevvton's Second ~w of Motion) as first stated by 
Hamilton in differential form. 
The following meaning must be attached to the symbols: 
Symbol Thermodynamics :Mechanics 
p Temperature Energy 
p Pressure Momentum 
q :Entropy Time 
Q Volume Space coordinate. 
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ii. From 
(p,q) (P,Q) + (q,P) (p,Q) + (P,p) (q,Q)• 0 
a set of differential relations are obtainable. 
For instance, dividing by (p,q) (P,Q), we obtain 
1 + (q;,P) (p,Q) 1-
(p,q) (P ,Q) 
(P,p) (q,Q) • 0 
(p,q) (P ,Q) 
1 = ~)1~)Q f ~}, j.P)Q 
J P = {5t), ci p .... @.tJP d ~ P~ NM) 
A general for:nru.lation of the <P mplete set is given by: 
where x,y,z are any three of p,q,P,Q. 
This expression signifies that each of the four symbols is expressible 
as a function of any 'J.'IiVO other symbols. 
In Thermodynamics this relationship is well-known and 
referred to as equation of state. F~ample, Vander faal's equation 
for a gas -: 
p = f(P,Q) 
Temperature is a function of pressure and volume. 
In Mechanics, this relationship is not so well known, since 
in nearly all case s the energy is expressed in terms of position 
and momentum. It wmld be equally possible on theoretical grounds 
to e stablish other relations but it is not convenient to do ro. 
The energy point of view is so convenient since in most problem~ , the 
energy of a system is constant. Example: 'l'he.Drbit of the earth 
around the sun: 
p = f(P, Q) 
Energy is a function of position and momentum. 
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Basic Assumption: The Concept of Observation. Observational 
knowledge is of the form of a time integral, which is asymmetric with 
respect to past and future. Hence, a physical theory based upon 
observational knowledge must contain a one-directional asymmetric 
and irreversible element. 
Using the four-point element of the previous section, an 
attempt is made to investigate the implication of assigning to one 
of the four elements a preferred status which has characteristics of 
asymmetry and directionality. 
It is further assumed that energy is finite. 
Mathematical FormuJa tion. To keep our notation in conformity with 
the imposed synnnetry relation, a system (x) -will be labeled by 
.subscripts such that: 
X~ refers to an asymmetric, unique or irreversible element 
Xs refers to a sy.mmetric, manifold, or reversible elem:nt 
XK refers to a neutral, constant, or invariant element. 
i. In this notation, the symmetry relation becoJOOs: 
M' • (p0 ,~ ) - (ps: ,~ ) .. 0 
By assigning asymmetric characteristics to one of our symbols, 
say to q., we obt~ the . same dlaracteristics for p0 on the basis of 
the symmetry relation M1 • This is due to the fact that if there 
were several values of p 0 with o = 1,2,3, . . . , then qo would not 
be unique, 1'ib.ich is contrary to our assumption. 
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ii. The assumption of finite energy requires that 
dqs is finite, hence d<Is ~ dq• with proper choice of units. 
dqo 
It can also be seen that 's ~ Po , since p was previously 
ident.ified with total energy. 'rhis is equivalent to assuming the 
principle of conservation of energy. 
iii. A neutral element xe< for each set may be defined 
by: 
In general, p( or q~ or both must be constant, since for any 
constant k we have 
(k,x) '=' 0 
and it was shown that 
M': 0 
iv. Finally, we define two functions A and S by: 
~tisymmetry 
symmetry. 
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Evaluation. 
We obtain 
Recall 
with 
similarly 
Therefore 
(po,~) = (Ap,OAql() 
(p$ '~ ) .. (SpK' , sq ~) 
and 
(kx,y) ~ k(x,y) 
(kx,ky) = k (x,y) 
(po,qo) =: A 4 (PI< ,~ ) 
(p~ ,~ ) = S~(pJ<,qlt") 
M' "=- (po '~) ~ (ps ,qs) 
M1 • (A~- S~; (pK,q(') 
Comparison with 
Yields 
~ ~ 
A - S =l 
At S = exp (:!:~) 
S/'A ~tanh~ 
ii. Recall 
by substitution 
multiplication gives 
If x K is constant 
X~ exp (~p) : x~(A 3 S) 
XK exp (~) • X0 .± Xs 
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If pK' is constant 
V = dPo o:, ~ 
dp '! p ~ 
v :: S/A 
If q · is constant 
I< 
v' "=: dqo - Cis 
dq.s. q~ 
v 1 = S 1/A 1 
iii. ~ince v ~ S/A 
A=l ~...__-
..s,_lr,._ 
and tanh ¢ ,. S/A 
Ident ification with Reality. In this section the concept of 
observation ·with its resulting algebra is S1 own to bear a one-to-one 
correspondence to eXJ.lB rience. In the course of this analysis, the 
following identifi"cations will be made: 
p~ - total energy 
p~ - momentum 
~ - time coordinate 
q~ - space coordinate 
i. Mass and Energy. 
If v lll' 0 ¢::~0 Po 0:11 p~ 
v- 1 ¢ = 00 Po =p 
.s 
P.~ ... P.l. 
0 1 
= p .. 
r< 
~ sSP, t( = Pt<-
"i-u.,._ 
v - velocity, v 1 - phase velocity 
¢- rapidity 
p~ - invariant (proper) time 
q1{ - invariant (rest) mass. 
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ii. Group and Phase Velocity. 
From Newton 1 s Law 
hence V=l 
v' 
v = group velocity 
v' .- phase velocity. 
~~o corresponding sets of solutions exist: 
v -:::: S/ A = .:..&.., c:-dq~ 
Po dq .. 
v 1 : 81/A' - 9:L .. ~ 
qt:> dpo 
Since S ~ A and S' ~ A' these sets give two mutually exd. usive 
solutions depending upon 
v~l or 
fls it was postulated that energy is finite: 
&11!:-1 
Po 
and 
v• ~ 1 
v"l 
The velocity associated with the transfer of energy is 
v not v•. Only v, as well as S and A, is considered henceforth in 
this analysis. The alternative case can equally be selected if the 
energy postulate is relaxed. 
iii. Velocity and Rapidity. 
Consider a system with the total energy p0 moving vd.th rapidity ¢ 
its rest mass p(' vd.ll be given by 
To a moving observer the same system vvill have a velocity 
v-:~, and a rest mass P~· Since the :re·st. ma·ss· is independent--of• the observer 
P'r. '= p~ 
I 
Z'f 
Let the observer be associated with one of the energy centres 
Po,. .:. p·(t exp (~* - ~) 
P~ :. Po" exp (~ - ~~-) 
The relative rapidity between the two energy centres is then given by: 
substituted for 
~ • tanli'v A. .I l"R4''- .: tanh V fU'<-
This gives a relation for addition of velocities 
iv. Space-time Frame. 
Recall &_-: dqs - S/A 
Po dqo 
Plot the asymmetric quantities, p
0 
,~ and A along the real axis 
and the symmetric qucn tities p\ ,9.s and S along the imaginary aJda 
The vector dql( exp ~ • .a dq 0 -4- dq~ will uniquely determine the 
system. The same system becomes 
dq~ exp ~~ zr dq l( exp ~. 
in the space-time frame ( ~), denoted by a star. The ( *) frame 
travels v .. 'ith respect to the first frame with a relative velocity 
Hence 
v ;;: tanh (p, - ~l. ) • Sj.i 
dq;} =- dqt' exp(~ •. - ~~) 
dq: ~ dqr ~ (d~ + dq~) (A~ S) 
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Separating real and imaginary parts, or directly from the 
figure 
dq~s ...:. Adqa - Sd.qs = dCJ.o - vdq.s 
~ J-IJ"'-
dqt ..:.. Sd.q~ -+ Adq~ :::. dq 0 + vdq..s 
t);-V&. 
v. 
,.... 
"::1• 
V.a.O ¢ 
Po~.- Ps).. 4. = PJ< ~ ': p._, Ps 
d~~ - dq.s• = dq,/ dgo.: dqK clQs 
:..0 v -..1 
-:.0 Po- P.s 
=0 dq"!l- dq.s 
¢-..ro 
p1(c 0 
d:t:J~= 0 
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SYMMETRY PROPERTlES. 
Procedur e. In the previous chapter, a method was illustrated by 
which physi cal laws were derived on the basis of epistemological 
concep ts. In the interest of a clear and concise demonstration of 
the method, criticisms and supporting material were postponed and 
vall now be discussed in this chapter. 
It is intended to discuss now the strong and the weak 
points of the lT ocedure and to present additional or alternative 
proofs, evidence and arguments for and against this method. 
To the physicist, the results are principally of 
interest because a common origin of mechanical and thermodynamic 
phenomena is found in the common synnnetry properties. These 
eymmetry p-operties >rill be analysed in detail. Of interest is 
also the association of corresponding mechanica and thermodynamic 
quantities such as energy and temperature, time and entropy. 
Tetrahedron Symmetry: 'rhe Laws of Mechanics. The laws of motion 
w~re shovm to be expressible in t,he form: 
where · 1.~~ = (;)x:J 
"'\Y, z) '() ~ z.. 
(P, Q) .. (p,q) 
Systems in vlhich energy (p) is specified are usually considered, 
for this reason energy is taken a s reference variable in this 
analysis. Any other of the four basic quantities may ecpllly well 
be chosen. There wi l l be three types of linkages, which have the 
symmetry properties as the lines joining the four points of a 
tetrahedron, namely: 
I. 
I. p -::.. f (P) 
II. p ::..f(Q) 
III.p : f(q) 
If p - f(f!) 
(#-)~. ~1, 
equation (1) yields: 
~)q ~(*fJ~ 
or simply: dp/dP =. dQ/dq ..... v v =: velocity 
Hence f(p,P) = 0 implies f( Q,q) ::: 0 
'rhe concep t of velocity leads to the Lorentz transformation: 
(2) 
(3) 
p :ll..- (cP)-=invariant (cq/ -Q.a...: invariant (4) 
Equ ation (4) is the solution of (3), if additional conditions are 
imposed. These additional CD nditions were shown to be 
assymetry and uniquene ss of p and q. 
II. If p - f(Q) eq~ation (1) yields: 
(jq-;9 ~ (jfk {MI' :{jf-)t 
or simply: dp/dQ : -dP/dq • i F • force (5) 
Hence f(p,Q) .:.. 0 implies f(P,q) .: 0 
The concept of force leads to the 1 inverse square 1 law: 
p =-invariant 
Q 
Pc o::. invariant 
cq 
(6) 
(7) 
Equation (7) is a solution of (6), if additional conditions are 
imposed. 
III. If p ~ f(q), equation (1) will not yield a derivative. 
The absence of any relation f(p,q) c:-0 and f(P,q) c. 0 (8) 
seems to be characteristic of quanti ties that are not commeasurable. 
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The relative accuracy, or lack of accuracy, with Yn1ich obse1~ables 
can be measured, c<n be expressed mathematically by probability 
distributions. If the symbols are understood to mean the performance 
of a preassigned operation upon the probability of functions, they 
are referred to as operators. In terms of operators, a relation 
of the following type · is found. 
(P ,Q) .:: (p,q) ::. :invariant (9) 
Equation (9) is consistent with (8) and is referred to as the 
Uncertainty R~lation. (9) is also a special solution to (1). 
Synopsis of linkages. 
I. velocity Lorentz transformation 
II. force Inverse square lav• 
III. probability Uncertainty relations. 
Thermodynamics and Mechanics. Maxwell's formulation of the Second 
Law of Thermodynamics was shovm to be expressible :in the form: 
(P,Q) s= · (p,q) 
Nevrton 1 s Second Law of Motion is expressed by the same symbols: 
(P,Q) : (p,q) 
This similarity is more than accidental and in particular the 
following points are of interest. 
1. Both laws describe the motion of a statistically large 
number o.f particles in motion. In mechanics we observe only 
motion o.f the common centre of mass, and neglect the random motion 
vi. th respe ct to the centre of mass . In thermodynamics we observe 
only the random motion with respect to the centre of mass and neglect 
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motion of the common centre of gravity. If the motion of each 
individual particle is subject to certain rules, it is not surprising 
that different st~tistical evaluations of these laws vzi.ll S1 ow 
similar characteristics which appear in our equations as synnnetry 
properties. 
2. The mechanistic theory of heat defines temperature as the 
average energy per molecule. Time and entropy have the same assym-
metric and directional property of continuous increase. Could both 
sets of quantities be measured in the same or similar units ? Is 
there a one-to-one corre spondence not only between the symbols, but 
also betVIeen certain aspects of their physical significance? Argu-
ments f or and against such a hypoethesis are given bel~n. 
Is it pe rmissible to identify temperature (p 1 ) and 
energy (p) as the same physical quantities, on the basis that 
temperature may be defined as average energy or the energy per 
particle of a system at r e st? Such a view would imply that tempera-
ture is mere energy of random motion and hence is subject to the 
same transformation laws as energy. Thermodynamic systems iii 
motion have been treated by Einstein1 , Plank2 , and by Tolman3, 
'&)_,,'A ( ')I/._ 
vmo showed that if p 1 • p0 · (1-v then p' : p~ 1 - v 
This evidence is against identification, or would impose strong 
limitations upon our hypothesis. 
It is noteworthy that on the basis of this argument, 
DeBroglie4 showed r e cently that there are t no kinds of frequencies 
(f
1 
and f~) associated with a vibrating system, one transforming 
1. PLANK: Ann. d. Physik, 26 (1) 1908. 
2.. EINSTEIN, Jahrb du Radioaktivtat 4 411, 1907. 
3. TOI.Jif.AN: Relativity Thermodynamics-and Cosmology, 1937. 
4. DE BROGLIE: § ani er de Physics. No. 31- 32 , 1948. 
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relativistically like energy, the other like temperature. Hence he 
developed a wave mechanical theory of thermodynamics. By setting 
p ::; nhf, kp 1 -::: f.l. A entropy becomes q 1 -: k ln A 
4. Entropy (q 1 ) and time (q) are very similar in character. 
Entropy measures the change from relative order to disorder, or 
f rom uniformity to randomness. Any such change is necessarily a 
function of time, dependent upon the transition probabilities 
between energy levels or upon the number of collisions per unit 
time. It seems surprising that entropy i s never considere d as a 
function of time, to which it seems fundamentally linked. It would 
seem a worthwhile investigation, to study the relation between 
entropy and time. In particular, it is not unlikely, that in a 
very large syst em- such as our universe for instance- entropy mi~t 
be shovm to increa se uniformly -vri t h time. This would mean that 
entropy and time ·measur e the ·same ·proc~ss :and di ffer only in unit s . 
5. Time would be poorly defined if its standard were the 
random counts from a small sample of a short-lived radioactive 
isotope . Counts from a large radioactive sampl e , or counting the 
collis:ion frequencies of a large sample o.f particles, wruld 
approach ideal time asymptoti~al+Y.• The concept of entropy is 
usually assoCiatEdin our mind -with small and fast reacting isolated 
systems, such as mixing instantly two small sample s of wat er and 
observing an increase in the entropy of the mixture. This example 
does not illustrate the true nature of entropy, ·which is one of 
continuous f l ow and of gradual energy t ransfer, si..milar to the 
gradual ener gy transfer and degradation observe d in a radioactive 
substance. Just : ·as· in radioactive samples energy transfer might 
occur very fast or instantly, but would not serve to illustrate the 
concept of time or entropy. 
Hence if we consider a large and slowly reacting system, 
for instance, in which the temperature levels are of the same order 
of magnitude as the energy levels of the Unive~se, the following 
definition of entropy is suggested: ABSOLUTE, TRUE AND MATHEMA'l'ICAL 
BNTROPY FLGNS EViliLY AND ECiUITABL8 FROM I TS mm NA'l'UR.E AND 
INDEPENDENT OF ANYTHING EXTERNAL. 
6. Illustrative examples of entropy are often given in 
textbooks of physics, ·which neglect the intrinsic qua it;;i.es · of 
entropy, namely that of flow, transition, continuity and 
duration. Consider, for instance, the problem L _ _. asking for 
the change in entropy when 10 grams of water at 100 C are 
mixed rith 20 grams of water at 15 c. 
Energy transfer occurs instantly, the concept of flow, 
transition, and contimi.ity, usually associated with entropy being 
neglected. 
Suppose the concept of time were unlmown to us 
could we define it without r eference to its property of flow, 
transition and onntinuity? 
A definition of time can be readily obtained from say the 
damping constant of a harmonic oscillator. Time wmld then have 
the units of ergs per lb. of oscillating mass. One would 
proceed from there to demonstrate numerically that time increases 
1. Joos; Theoretical Physics Problem 108. 
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(and that the time of t he. Universe also increases) by simply 
measuring the damping constants of TWO oscillators before and 
after coupling. In nature coupling of t wo oscillators is 
equally irreversible as, for instance the change of entropy 
occurring when water is mixed. 
'lhere is a further analogy between entropy (q') and 
time (q ). On ca.ccount of the exponential law 1vhich both these 
quanti ties satisfy, an analogy of this type can be established. 
The analogy relates time and the number of particles subject to 
radi:oaet i ve: dncay on the one hand,and on the .other hand it 
r el ates entropy to the number of complexions subject to energy 
degradation. 
If N is the number of complexions of a gas and k is 
Bolzman's ronstant, the entropy is defined by 
q' = -k lln N 
I f N is the number of particles in a radioactive substance and 1. 
its decay constant , its time is defined by 
Assuming q' and q are proportional, a rough estimate 
may be made of the constant of proportionality if we select as 
our system the Universe. The following calculat ion will give 
an indication of the method that may be pursued: 
Age of the Universe 10 
,., 
sec. 
"' Change in temperature during this time 10 a>c 
Particles in the Universe 10'0 
Weight of average particle 10·<~-l grams 
Specific heat per particle 10"' calj•c 
Bolzman 1 s constant 10·'' calt~c 
Change in entropy 
Change in time = 
-~ ./ 
10 ;::.. 
i~ . 
10 calj6Cjsec 
Constant of proportionality 
= 
,!l. /6 10 cal C /sec 
Entropy of Universe now 
= 
Maximum possible entropy = 
Maximum possible age of universe 
kN ln N = 
= 10 "'' cal/" C 
10_,, 1080 10-l 
I~ . 
This is about 10 times the present age of the universe~ ~ ! 
The Significance of the Concept of measurability. The whole 
previous development of symmetry properties hinges on the concept of 
measurement. 
Can we assume that measurability is the only important 
or the most important aspect of the real? 
In answer to the question •how do we acquire knowledge • 
the concept of measurement is of cardinal importance to physics. 
Infact, Gallilean Bd Newtonian science excells Aristotelian 
science because the former is a quantitative interpretation ~ile 
the latter is a functional or teleological interepratation of 
nature. Measurement is the distinguishing feature. 
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Frequently a distinction is made between qualitative and 
quantitative aspects of descri¢ion and on the basis of this 
distinction, the chief characteristic of modern physics is the 
concept of rnearu rement. A strong argument can, however, be 
raised against a distinction of this type' since the distinction 
betw·een quantity and quality is one in degree and not in kind. 
Qualitative concepts in the last analysis would reduce to merely 
crude quantitative estimates that is, it is only a matter of 
degree of precision in the description. 
Eddington assigns measurement and comparability a key 
position. This concept relates the structure of the 1 )hysical laws 
to the human percepti(Ve machanism: 
"The fundamental basis of all things must presumably have struct-
: ture and substance. 1Ne canriot describe substance; Yfe 
can only give a name to it. Any attempt to do more than 
give a name leads at once to an attribution of structure. 
But structure c;n be described to some extent; and wh en 
reduced to ultimate terms it appears to resolve itself in-
to a complex of relations. And further these relations 
cannot be entirely devoid of comparability; for if 
nothing in the world is comparable with anything else, 
all parts of it are alike in their unlikeness, and ±.here 
cannot be even the rudiments of a structure. 
The axiom of parallel displacement is the . expression of 
this comparability, and the comparability postulated 
seems to be almost the minimum conceivable.ul 
In Eddington 1 s view, s t ructural rel ations find their expression in 
physical laws through particular types of geometry or synunetry. 
11 ~1e require two relata in order to provide an observable 
relation. To assign measure to this relation we require 
another observable relation with which 'to oompare it. 
Thus a measure involves four relata - two to provide a 
quantity to be mearured and two to rr ovide a unit of 
comparison. • • • Thus four points is the minimum number 
1. EDDINGTON: MR. 224 
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for which an assertion of absolute structural relation 
can bemade. The ultimate elements of structure are thus 
four-point elements.nl 
Eddington's Four-Point Element. An examination of the concept of 
measurement leads Eddington to a four-point element of ·world 
structure. 
~~"V"e can observe a relation between twu physical entities. 
To measure a r elat ion we must compare it wi th anot her 
relation of the same kind. Thus a measure is a relation 
between t wo relations and involve s f our entities. Form.aJ.ly 
a measurement always: refers to just four relata, viz. the 
terrnitlals of the object relation and the coD~Parison 
relation. But in practice systems of combination of 
mearurements have been elaborated which enable us to 
attribute measure indirectly to more complex netvo rks 
of relationship. 
The basis of measurement is therefore a four-point 
element of world structure.n2 
The analysis of the symmetry relation of a four-point 
element of this type lead to the axioms of mechanics and thermo-
dynami cs as developed in the previous section. 
In Eddington's view the general theory of relativity, 
which include s as a special case classical physics and hence the 
fields of mechanics and thermodynamics, i s based upon the concept 
of measurement. It seems reasonable that if we short-circuit 
the t heory of relativity and go dire ctly to classical physics, we 
should arri ve at the same result. 'l'his short cut is provided by 
the four symbol algebra and its inherent symmetry conditions. 
I t was shown that the relation 
(P,Q) : (p ,q) 
may also be interpreted am an uncertainty r elationship between 
1. EDDll'lGTON : RP 170 
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two conjugate probability distributions. A quadruple probability 
distribution is derived by Eddington on the basis of the concept 
of measurement. 
"We observe only relative positions and relative 
velocities; consequently an observable coordinate or 
momentum involves two physical entities. A mea.:tt r ement 
involves four physical entities, t wo to furnish the 
observable that is said to be mearured and t:wo to · 
furnish the comparison observable used as standard. J.i'or 
example, in a measurement of distance the extension between 
t vm given points is compared v'Tith the exten sion bet·ween 
two graduation marks on a scale. · JJisregarding the conventional 
allocation of the measure to two, or even to one, of the 
four entities concerned in it, what. is measured is a 
characteristic of a set of four entities; we shall call 
t his characteristic a measurable. A measurable has a 
quadruple probability distribution in the geometrical 
frame. 111 
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Alternative Treatment: Concept of Measurement. An alternative 
method to expre ssthe ooncept of measurement is as follows: 
i. The four elements are expressed by four non-commuting 
symbols p,q, P,Q. 
ii. A relation between two sets of two· :e-lement~ eaCh~ is 
uniquely defined by 
M =:: pq - qp -:: PQ - QP 
iii. To restrict the system to the non-degenerate case, we 
require M,.O 
iv. To link this fo).lr-element calculus to the commutative 
algebra of physical measurement, only the M symbols are available. 
The invariance of M under interchange of elements supports the 
choice of M as a commutative and observable quantity. 
v. We may now define 
(x,y) ::: xy - yx 
from which at once follows: 
(x,y) ..:::; -(y,x) and (x,x) ::. 0 
also 
(p,P)(q,Q) + (P,q) (q,Q) ~ (q,p)(P,Q) ~o 
Alternative Treatment: The Concept of Observation. Eddington put 
forward the asauraption that the perception mechanism of the human 
mind is linked to and possibly responsible fort he concept of 
reversibility. 
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"The irreversibility of time is manifested in three 
ways: (a) in consciousness, (b) iri the la•vs of entropy, 
(c) in the cosmic expansion. Consciousness must be 
regarded as the ultimate source of the irreversibility, 
at any rate from the point of vievr of' physical theory. 
O.ving to the curious fact that our m.inds are acquainted 
by sensory mechanism with the past but not the future, 
obser vational knowledge has the form of an integral over 
past time up to the .£I' esent moment t. Since prbbability 
is relative to knowledge, a formulation of the universe 
in terms of probability distributions is exceedingly 
unsymmetrl. cal with respect to past and future time; and 
this irreversibility is shown in the manifestations 
(b) and (c)." 
For an aliternative attempt to derive the laws of 
relativistic mechanics, the following epistemological grounds may 
be given: 
a. There must be a unique and asynnnetric element (time) 
and other symmetric and manifold elements (space). 
b. 'l'he descri.ft ion of physical phenomena should, if 
possilib, be independent of the space-time frame of the observer. 
Mathematical 
i. 
Derivations. 
To evaluate A= 0 M, M M+ 
- M, 0 MJ M 
-M -M~ 0 M.~, 
-M.,. -M -11.6 0 
A = -M14, + MA4 - ll.f.~ 
A, :s M} M -M, .: M~MM-M, M1 ~-}~ M~M ~ 
0 
-~ 
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M -M ~ 
0 -M if 
A-'-:. M -M, 0 :=. MMM-W4 M~-MM~ M '} 
M'l- -M -M ~ 
0 -M-¥ -M 
I 
.a3: -M I ~ 
-
M3 MM-~ M1 M4-M1~M,t 
-+\.. - .Ja 0 
Condition for an equation of state A;;:- 0 
ii. A necessary condtion for consistent multiplication 
rules of non-comnruting elements in side t wo-symbols is given by: 
(p q) :::. pq - qp ~ . PQ-QP 
Multiplication is defined by the following rule: 
(pP,x) ~ p(P,x) ~ (p,x)P 
(y,qQ) ::..q(y,Q) + (y,q)Q 
Consider the two admissable routes of evaluation: 
· (pP,qQ) ~ p(P,qQ) ~ (p,qQ)P 
(pP,qQ) : q(pP,Q) + (pP,q)Q 
l'·or consistency, we must have the indentity: 
Substituting against, we obtm the required relation: 
(p,q)(PQ- QP ) ~ (P,Q)(pq- qp) 
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Discussion of Method. Discussion and criticism of the method and 
material presented has centred on the following points. 
i. A clearer definition of terms seemed desirable. 
ii. 1be function of mathematics in physical theory 
needed clarification. 
iii. There is disagreement as to the extent to which 
knowledge about the structure of the universe can be obtained regard-
less of experience. 
i. No attempt has been made hera to give a rigorous set of 
definitions. It is believed that the most successful description 
is one of successive approximaVion. 
"We may specify, to P<Jnsider a specific example, that the 
standard "meter" is the length of a certain platinum rod 
at 70 Fahrenheit. But if we do that, we make the 
standard measure of length dependent upon a measure of 
temperature, and it can readily be sho'l'm that the measure 
of temperature already presupposes a measure of length; 
for 11 degrees 11 of temperature are defined interms oft he 
length of a column of mercury (orvihatever may be used in 
our thermometer). Are we not caught 'in a: " v:icious: .~ circle? 
'Ihe physicist haslearned t oavoid this circle by a process 
of successive approximations."l 
Certain terms require additional clarification: 
Coherence2 is used to include the following elements: 
a. Non-contradiction. 
b. Completeness. 
c. Sequence, order or system of arrangement. 
A sixty-four dimensional universe, for instance, is considered more 
coherent, than its three-dimensional ~~oss-section, since it leads 
to a more inclusive system and hence to a greater uniformity in 
presentation. 
1. 'iv'ERKMEISTER: BSK 271 
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Postulates: Is the Second Law of Thermodynamics a 
postulate in physics? I vrould answer in the affirmative, on the 
grounds that vri.thout it, the field of Thermodynamics, as we re-
cognize it today, could not be described. I would add the 
following reservation: Postulates are stepping stones in a series 
of successive approximations, and Shotitl be continuously improved. 
(If warranted by sufficient evidence, the Second Law may be replaced 
by using as a postulate the simple symmetry relation 
(p,q) = (P,Q). 
Additional evidence might replace the above symmetry relation by 
the postulate of •measurement•.) This was, for instance, the case 
when Galilee's postulate forth~ Free Fall was replaced by more 
and more inclusive postulates due to §dditional evidence. 
ii. The best possible mathematics for a problem of physics 
is a mathematical. representation that gives a one-to.;,.one corres-
pondence to a certain descri~tion. This correspondence might be 
relative to observed data, structural relations, and, as used by 
Eddington, it might be extended to epistemological concepts. 
At all times; it was implied that the physical world 
had structure. The particular characteristics were not introduced 
by assumin~; a particular type of mathematics, but the mathematics 
was simply a tool to express the symmetry conditions and other 
characteristics from the concept of neasurement. Mathematics 
was not used to prove the existence of a certain type of structural 
element, as structure was presupposed. '.(he type of structure was 
qualified by the characteristics of the concept of measurement and 
mathematics was merely used to expz:ess the characteristics in a 
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form more convenient to the experimental physicist. 
A key was found that could be used to translate every 
expression in our calculus into mathematical language which could 
be understood by the experimental physicist. The more powerful 
the mathematics used, the simpler the assumptions become. 
Mathematics doesnot prove any law, it merely shows the equivalence 
of two different formulations. EaCh formulation is more convenient 
for a particluar purpose. The simple form can be better correlated 
·to the epistemological concept while the more complicated mathe-
matical formulation is more convenient for the experimental physicist. 
Thus the function of mathematics inly that of an interpreter. 
Mathematics is strictly an 1if - ~ then• account. 
iii. Is it a logicAlly valid procedure to reverse the physicist's 
way of relating a simple mathematical formulation to an epistemologi-
cal concept? Are there other characteristics inherent in our 
perceptive mechanism similar to the concept of neasurement? Can 
these concepts also be evaluated and possible lead to new linkages 
or laws in physics? 
Is it possible that the laws of physics are derivable 
from the concepts used in establishing these laws, such as the 
concept of measurement? An argument favoring and an affirmative 
answer to this question is given by Eddington1 when he tells of the 
fisherman who states that all fishes are longer than two inches. 
vvhen it is pointed out to the fisherman that the meshes of his net 
are of that size, and that there might well be smaller fishes than 
those that he catches, he replies that by def'inition the realm of 
1. EDDINGTON: PS ~.6 
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fishes is only what his net catches. 
be obtained by looking at the net? 
Cculd the size of the fishes 
Or translated in the language 
of physics: Can we obtain laws by simply investigating the per-
ception mechanism? 
Although the epistemological method does not attempt to 
determine the size of the earth, it endeavors to derive the lavr 
of gravitation. 
A strong criticism to Eddington 1 s procedure,might be 
raised on the grounds that the epistemological coneept that 
corresponds to an element of physical structure was not. obtained 
and possibly could not have been obtained - by inductive reasoning 
alone. To derive, for instance, the principle of least action, a 
trial and error manipulation of varioustypes of mathematics had to 
preceed. The final result - so it may be argued - gives only the 
one successful trial, but not the numerous unsuccessful attempts. 
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OCTAVION ANALYSIS. 
Procedure. An algebra intermediate between the Pauli matrices 
and the :Eddington matrices is to be examined. Connnon properties 
of the Pauli and Eddington algebras are first investigated and 
characteristics of these algebras are discussed. 
The principal characteristics of eadl algebra are 
i. the number of symbols that constitute a closed set. 
ii. the number of commuting symbols. 
iii. the number of anticommuting symbols 
iv. the rule of multiplication. 
v. the types of possible matrix representations. 
vi. synuootry properties. 
vii. possible applications to physics. 
Anticommuting symbols. Four r€Jl uirements are initially imposed on 
the algebra. 
i. The algebra forms a closed system, that, is, one in 
vmich multiplication of two symbols gives again a s~ribol of the 
calculus. 
ii. Some of the symbols anticommute: AB = -BA; 
others commute: CD •DC. 
iii. There is one symbol which takes the place of unity, 
E0 , such that 
EE0 = ~ 
for all symbols EC\. of the calculus. 
4S 
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iv. For all symbols E of the calculus 
where E* is usually o, 1, or~ E0 .!Eo is chosen in this investigation. 
Quaternions. The minimum number of anticonnnuting symbols is two, _ 
n.amely 
El and E2 , 
so that 
To obtain a closed system, there must be at least Vffo more symbols: 
E12 : E1~ 
Eo : E1E1 : E2E2 
No further symbols can be formed. From these frur symbols, a complete 
system can be obtained vihich can be represented by a multiplication 
table. 
Multiplication Table. 
llC- Eo EJ. ~ E1.2 
E E ~ E2. ~2 0 0 
~ El E El2 E2 0 
E2 E2 -~2 E -E 0 1 
El2 E12 -E El -E 2 0 
This calculus shows the foll~fling characteristicsJ 
i. If two anticonmruting symbols are given, there always exists a 
third one that anticonnnutes with both. 
ii. A fourth symbol connnuting. with the other three exists. 'lhis 
completes the fY stem. 
ili. The square of ONE of the anticonnnuting symbols is of OPPOSITE 
sign, vd.th respect to the squares of the other.&~. 
iv. uymbols in the multiplication taP2 include four of each type of 
symbol, of vihich three are positive and one is negative. 
v. The multiplication table shows synnnetry about each diagonal 
axis. 'lhis syrmnetry applies only to the symbols, not to their. signs. 
Clifford numbers: A complete set generated by n symbols are called 
Clifford numbers.l Summarized here briefly are properties of Clifford 
numbers, relevant to our investigation. 
1. Notation: 
If E1 and E2 anticorranute 
otherwise 
E123 : E1E2E3 etc. 
E12= -E21 
2. An · algebra, or calculus, 'wi 11 be called complete if no further 
symbols can be formed by multiplication of the symbols already listed. 
3. Generating symbols a!e~ the minimum number of symbols from which 
the complete calculus can be constructed. 
4. It can be shown2 that E12 ••• n anticommutes with the generating 
symbols if their total number is odd but connnutes with the 
generating symbols if their total number is even. 
5. Symbols that commute >vith every symbol in the calculus: 
if li even 
if ri. odd ~2 ••• n 
l • . CLIFFORD, . AIDer. Journ. Ma~. 1, 350 (1878) 
2.MARTIN, M.A. Thesis, Clifford-:-Numbers, Boston University, 
Department of Physics, 1939. 
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The number of npn..:.colrmro.tative ~ol"S ~ ·a, set is always odd. 
6. The total number of symbols in the calculus is 
· 1 + Ill -+ n(n'f"l)/2 ••• n(n+-1)/2 t- n ~ 1 
_ .. 1).' . 
-F.; {n-i)! i! 
= 2n 
Sedenions and Octavions. 
Table shovdng the number of elements for a Closed System. 
Generat:ilig -sylnools Symbols in Complete Calculus 
~~ Eo Pauli 
~ E2 
~2 
~ E2 E3 Eo This paper 
EJ_ E2 E~ 
E23 E31 El2 
~23 
~ E2 E3 E4 Eo Eddington 
E1_ E2 E3 E4 
E:i.2 ~3 E34 E41 E:i_3~~ 
E234 El34 El24 ~~' I 
1 
' ~234 j I 
I 
E1_E E E --- Clifford : 2. •. n · 0 
-.-
E E E 1 2 ••• n 
- . . 
E E E 12 23 ••• mn 
-
ll. • •• 
••• ••• l E I 12 ••• n I 
·· ·- - ------
Si 
Table showing E-number systems used in physics. 
u 
enerating Symbols Total number .Analysis 
.. of Symbols 
2 4 Quatemon Pauli 
3 8 Octavion This paper 
4 16 Sedenion Eddington 
n 2n Clifford Clifford 
numbers 
Octavion Algebra. 
1. Basic Symbols: 
~ E2 E3 anticommute : denoted by Es 
2. Derived Symbols: 
··. 2 2 
E0 = (E0 ) = -(~) Commutes 
E2E3 = El 
-ElE2E3 : ff 
No other symbols can occur. 
3. Multiplication Table. 
I 
Ej I E3 .c.o ' 
1-== =====F='==9 1f=_.;;o...._ ... ------
Eo I 
I 
-EO I ~~; EJ.. I 
.-£ ~ i E.l 
I 
E I Rl l. - .u 
E~ I I 
E s 
- ---
E" 
. E.L 
E, 
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4. Derivation: 
5. Usef ul Formulae: 
E ~ :. EOES Es 
-
E
0
Es F: E:; 
""'s 
~ - E• 
Eo 
... - E1 E:.. E3 Eo = - E' Ea.E.a 
EOE() "" Eo E0 E~ .3 .. E" = E" E~ E 
Properties of Octavions. 
L. Cyclic Relations' Change of sign depends only on the Cyclic element 
(1 2 3). For instance in 
E l. E = - E 
_I ., 
cyclic anticyclic. 
In the relat ion E1 E0 = E0 E1 no cyclic element is present, theref ore 
onmmutation occurs. 
Similarly 
BEE = - E E E I~!) ~:A-/ 
cyclic anticyclic 
Rule: Cyclic symmetry anti commutation 
No sym:oo try .. Commutation 
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2. Commutation Rules. 
0 
Connnuting symbols Eo E 
Anticommuting symbols Es Es 
(s = 1 2 3) 
A comnruting symbol co:rmnuiis with all eight symbols of the calculus. 
EaCh antico:rmnuting s,ymbol anticommutes with four other symbols and 
commutes ·with the remaining four. 
3. Defining f ormul~ 
I .. i' ~ E:~.. ... E E ::: E 
otherwise upper and l(J{ er inde~es are equivalent. 
4. Degenerate case: 
are not acceptable aolutions, since the 13ystem; .. is reduced to 
quaternions. Thus there are no longer eight symbols present, vmich 
is contrary to original assumption. 
If 
or E:s-- -E.s 
There are only four symbols constituting a degenerate set of octavions 
equivalent to a doubl~ quaternion set. 
An alternative Octavion Set:. F symbols. 
1. Definition: 
F~ ::::. Eo Ft. = ~ (s = l, -2, 3) 
Fo 
-
iEO F:. 
= 
-E~ 
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2. lmltiplication Table. 
J.ll- Fo F, Ft-. F!. F! F.l.. F' Fo 
-
F4 Fo : F,, Fa.. 
~ F~ F, 0 F:s F F 
--
-
-I ~ F F, Fo F~ -F F~ -F~ Fo l F ' 
' 
-F3 F' I F, F.2. Fo -F~ Fe ;F3 I F~ 
F F4. I Fo 
I 
F! F,. 
' 
-F Fo ' F, -F, 
' 
- --~ - ------- ~ 
F!> F~ 
' -F "'- F, Fo -P;. F' -F"l.. -~ 
... '2.. Fo 
-F, I -F' F.3 
I 
F F F~ -Fo .o.F.a. 
F' F' F .. 
-F F4. F"" -F..3 -Fo -F, 
·-
-
3 
-
Fo F.:. F I F4.. r -F 
.3 -F.l. -F, -Fo 
- --- -·-·· ·-·- -
3. Derivation: 
I 
c: Fo '2.. F F F, F ,.. -F-a 
I 
E F 0 F' F'F 
~ -F~ 
I .:: = 
F1 F 0 = -F I F F I 2. = F~ 
4. Definition of F Symbols. The F ·symbols constitute a complete 
set, which could be defined by: 
commute vdth all symbols 
F~ and F~ anticommute with four symbols each 
(s =- 1, 2, 3) 
(i = o, 1, 2, 3) 
(. Useful Relations& 
Cyclic set 
All other s ets are antiqyclic: 
~ F.._:: -F~ 
I .._ 
F F = -FA 
I 
lt, F - -F 
'l. - ~ 
6. Discussiln: The E set is in most respects preferable to the F 
set on aero unt of the simplicity and t~e symmetry of its mul tipli-
cation rules. From the point of view of matrix presentation, the 
E symbols are preferable end · will be used almost exclusively through-
out this paper. 
Application of Octavions. In the following sections octavion algebra 
Yrill be used to derive the equations of motion of the two-space 
analogue of a particle. In addition to this intended use the octavion 
calculus shows the following interesting characteristics, which 
could possibly lead to the use of octavion in other fields.of physics. 
l. Tensors of rank two are frequently used in physics esJE cially 
in the theory of re:Lativity. On the basis of octavion analysis, the 
following normalized tensors of rank tvm can be formed 
o•f3 J: 2-•f,_ E..,.: E f3 
Gf • 2_,,.. li."" E~ 
o! ..:. 2_,,.. E.:.< E ~ 
_• /t.. ~p = 2 ~ Ep 
Evaluation we obtain 
(<>< l ~ :: 0 ' l' 2 ' 3 ' 4) 
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Ge.(.f-. __ r,. A --2-'/~ E E' -~,- 'o •, E ,._E~ 
,.( ~~ -'lJ.. G(3 =- .,.. 2 
,. 
~ ' E E -E ~ Ell 3 
0 E ' .... E E 
E' . -Eo E ~ 
,_ ,:E 
a 
:.:.E .. 
E~ E4. -E , 
'l'his tensor 
contains all 
symbols except 
E..3 This ~nsor 
- E.l. con tct. ns all 
i';E 
I symbols except 
-E o E 0 
2. The startling similarity to the fundamental in-tensor of the 
general theory of relativityl is probably more than coincidental: 
~ o::: goe-p. .f. ~f-> := 1 X Y Z 
-X-i C -B 
Y -C ·1 A 
Z B 1\. -1 
where X, Y, Z are electric field components 
A, B, C are magnetic field components 
1 ·~ R-2. is the cosmical constant 
R being the radius of the universe. 
A preliminary calculation. seems to indicate that the discrepancy in 
sign of the electric components is rather an advantage than a 
hindrance in presenting the theory derived from this matrix. 
Similarly to Eddington's tenror, the expression (~,.s i Gf-.0() 
separates mass and ?C.Arvre phenomena. 
1. EDDINGTON: MR 232 
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3. All second rank t ensors are idempotent. 
G4 .... G 
This is noteworthy, in view of the fundamental significance 
attached by Eddingtonl to purity, that is idempotency of a matrix 
of rank tv·m or more. 
The above results are in agreement with the rule that 
pure non-degenerate matrices can be facturized~ 
(a) G is pure on account of Ga. :: G 
(b) G . t f G :: 2· '/l. £. r F£ A 1s pure on accoun · o ~ 1_ 
1. EDDINGTON: . RP 70 
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MA1RIX REPRESENTATION OF QCTAVIONS. 
Real and Imaginary Matrices. On the basis of matrix reprel':."'·· 
sentatian of quaternions and sedenions, a representation of 
octavions is to be examined. 
1. The quaternion multiplication table can be represented by the 
following re.al matrices: 
E0 :,1 01 0 1 . ro;~ = 0 11 l 0 =I o 1 -1 0 
Except for a factor of (-1) rio other representation is possible. 
2. Frequently imaginary numbers are used to obtain uniform 
normalization, for instance: 
(E~ t = 1 <:ut )~ ::: -1 (s :: 1,2,3) 
This conditi on requires : 
.;_ = 11 Gl E = I~ 0 E :: I~ ~I E ~ = 0 -1 
but since 
we obtain 
011 
E, ::' I 0 1 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 
0 0 1 0 
• 
-i :1.. 1 0 
i~ :. 1 
'J.' hus, E is really a 4 by 4 
matrix or rather a 2 by 2 
matrix inside a 2 by 2 matrix. 
Thus we have the following choice for quaternions: 
a . admit imaginary numbers. 
b. use matrices of rank 4 
c. r elax the condition (Es )~ - (E0 ) 
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~\\'n~) only squ~e s, as given by the original mult i plication table 
are admissc\bl e . 
Eddington's Matrices. Matrix representation of sedenions is induced 
by· Eddingtonl by considering four generating matrices. 
D~ I eo 0 d = e, 0 
0 -e 0 e, \) 
s ;:. 0 e1) s -= , .~ 0 j 
eo -0 0 :-el-
where 
eo ;::.. 11 e e 1 -::. 11 0 • ... ~ [0 11 
0 -1 1 o I 0 l 
This determines the pro:r:e rties of the set comple tely as follows. 
i. Anticommuting matrices D s:-sD 
dS.:-Sd 
Commuting mat rices dD~Dd 
SS-=-SS 
ii. The complete set of sixteen symbols is given by: 
l. D Dd DdS DdSs ;:; 
d DS dSs 
s Ds SsD 
s dS sDd 
ds 
Ss 
iii. Using the matrix rnul tiplication, it can be verified that 
the square of D, d, s, s is equal to unity. From the commutat ion 
rules, it follows that the square of Dd, Ss, DdSs, equals +1. Hence 
there are ei ght matrices whose squares :.:e.l¥lal.o tl and eight remaining 
1. EDDINGTON: RP 34 
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6i 
matrices whose square s ~qual-1. In order to make the square s of 
,~ 
all matrices equal to -1, Eddington forced to resort to 
imaginary numbers and the complete set may be expressed in 
Eddington's ~otation by a pentade of anticommuting symbols from 
which all others can be derived. 
E:... = is E,. ::- i Dd.Ss E.,. = Dd.S 
Dirac's Matrices . Dirac1 forms a set of Pauli matrices, namely 
( ( \ -=:: '0 J .2 '2 ) I I I .J, 
·where 
0 -1 
From it velocity operators are developed: 
. 
ec(,... ~ I e, 0 ~,= 0 e, 0<'.2. ::' t:, .. e.:~.! ::><(~ ... 10 ej I 0 -e 0 e, 0 0 0 e~ 
and a set of ~f'•I'J matrices: 
1 ":: r· 0 5, = e, 0 52. '::::" & ' 0 G, =I ·~ 0 I :.2. 0 eo 0 e, 0 ~ o e~ 
The introduction of Pauli matrices requires the use of 
imaginary nuinbers. A complete set of met rices is not given by 
D. 2 J..rac • 
Matrix presentation of sedenions show·s that it is not 
possible to form real matrices of rank four satisfying the multipli-
cation table. The alternatives are to have matrices of rank eight 
or to introduce imaginary numba- s. The latter alternative is chosen 
by Dirac and Eddington. 
"' 
1. SCHIFF: QM 316 
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Procedure: Can the mu1 tiplication table for E number~ be expressed 
by a closed calculus of eight symbols? 
For 1 octavion analysis ' three methods are open: 
(a). Using matrices of rank two, with several symbols similar to i 
that is (~ )' : -1 with (n = 1, 2, ~ .•• ). 
(b) US. ng matrices of rank four. 
(c) Using matrices of rank three. 
Matrices satisfying (a) and (b) are developed. The 
alternative (c) encounters ser ious dif ficulties which are discussed 
subsequently. 
Octavions Repr esented by Matrices of Rank Four. 
Eo ;:r. 1 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 E.a. ::. 0 0 0 i = 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
E, -=-
0 0 0 -i 0 0 i 0 \ 0 0 -1 
0 0 1 0 i 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 1 0 . 
0 0 0 1 0 -i 0 0 i 0 0 0 
-1 0 ---0 
E o;::. 0 0 -1 0 I i 0 0 ·o J!j.l. 0 i 0 0 E~ = 0 -1 E 
= 
: 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 
. 
~ 0 0 i 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 -1 
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -i 0 0 i 0 0 0 1 0 
These eight matrices satisfy the requirements of the multiplication 
table of octavions. A proof is given in the follovr.ing section by 
means of matrices of rank two. 
Octavions represented by Matrices of Rank TWo. An equivalent 
representation, which is more convenient for calculation is given 
by : 
62. 
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Eo 0 Jl, 0 E 0 E~ = 0 = 1: 
I :::: e, =- e&. ~ a.. 
eo e, 0 e 0 :, 0 
.1. 
0 E'- }!; .c: E..a = E = 0 eQ .r- e, 0 e, 0 1 0 
~ 0 0 e, 0 ~ 0 e! 
eo = 
1 0 e ;: i 0 e4 
-l: 1 e.! - 0 i I 0 1 0 -i 0 i 0 
Substitution will give at once the matrix representation of rank 
four. 
To prove that the .. E symbols satisfy the multiplication 
table, one may ~oceed as follows: 
1. By matrix nn.iltiplication 
s ;:..1, 2, 3 
e, e~ • -e&. e, = e .a cyclic 
2. E 
' 
E~ E~ are independent anti commuting symbols, 
since 
0 e, 0 e .... e\ :~ :J e, 0 e.z. 0 
-------
0 e.L. 0 
:· \ ~ r e. 0 \ e~ 0 e, . 0 -e ~ 
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3. Th.e mnd.ition ~Eo "" -E\ E~ -~ is satisfied 
by: 
eo 0 eo 
:J ~ eo 0 0 eo 0 0 % 
0 e.\ 0 e:. = -~ 0 
e.. 0 e~ 0 0 -e.s 
4. For the 1r ,.,. c) derived symbols E and ~ 
from (2) 
0 e~ ~ 0 
~d by definition 
-E, El. E.d = E 
0 
0 e, 0 e.a-
0 •1 : -eo 0 
el 0 e.l.. 0 e~ 0 0 -~ 
Or simply 
es. OJ 0 ei '=-r eo OJ 
Oe e ... o 0-e 
- Conditions (1) to (4) determine uniquely this octavion 
set and the matrix representation therefore satisfies the octavion 
multiplication table. 
correlation to Eddington's Matrices. Eddington's matrices were 
shown to be expressible in terms of' four g enerating matrices 
D, d, s, s, 
Since the generating matrices were already written in terms of' 
eQ e, e, , we can readily express the E symbols of ti;e octavion 
calculus by means of these four generating matrices. 
For instance · 
or 
s · 
E :.. sD 
Since Eddington 1 s basic pentade has been expre ssed in terms of the 
four generat ing symbols , the following conversion table can be . 
readily. calculated: 
This Paper · Eddington 
. 
Octavions Generating Symbols Basic Pentades 
Eo 1 iE14 
.. E, idS E~ Es 
E l. isDdS E.r~ 
E.s Ssd - E,-
E-s sD .i!:E I ~ 
..... 
E iD E, 
I 
E is E 
.L. 
0 
.c; 
-s ~E4 
On the basis of this evidence, we may conclude that the 
octavions are a subset of sedenions, just as we found several 
quaternion subsets tobe.!included in each complete octavion set. The 
conclusion becomes ~.'evident if we consider that sedenions were 
derived from four generating symbols, for instance D, d, S, s. 
b5 
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There are sixteen matrices of rank four that can be obtained from 
these such that 
+1 for ten matrice s 
-1 for six matrices. 
Positive Square: Ten matrices. 
e· 0 
e; o J 0 e. 0 e.J I \ 
0 e· 0 
-e i e· 0 -e.:f 0 I I 
Negative Square: Six matrices. 
e, 0 j e, 0 0 el 0 e · I 
0 e~ 0 -e~ e!i 0 -ei 0 
(i -; o, 1, 2) No other matrices occur. 
For a complete octavion set, vre require six matrices wit.b. 
negative square and two with a positive square. This condition is 
satisfied by the above matrices, but it is not possilie to find among 
the six matrices thr ee INDEPENDENT ANTICOMMUTING symbols as required 
by the definition of octavions. Such a set ccn only be constructed 
by using one of the ten matrices with a positive square. Using 
positive square matrices requirffiUS to resort to imaginary numbers 
in order to satisfy the ~equirements of the octavion multiplication 
table. 
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By definition, any three can form the generating symbols for an 
oct avion algebra. 
Coefficients of an E Number. 
Let 
E P: ~m-E· + n .E-1 ) i J J J . 1 - 0, 1., 2' 3. 
E ~: ~ 4 in , - . n~ 
""' 
in,_ -n .. + im, ~4 im~ 
n~ -4 in.,~.. Illo -in, -~ +. imJ. -Do + iml 
-no 4 im, m':l + im., mo + in, -n~ + in2. 
-m ~ -+ im4.. -ne. - ::.:i:m, ~ • in~ IDo -in, 
ReEresentation by Real Matrices of Rank Four. Can the octavion 
multiplication table be represented by a set of real matrices of 
- . '"' 
rank four? A proof is given here to show that this is not possible. 
Proof : There are four r eal matrices of rank t wo. 
ea ~ 1 0 e, = 1 0 e = 0 1 e~ = 0 1 4. 
0 1 0 -1 1 0 -1 0 
For all symbols 
, .)'- .:'+1 
' -
+ 1 for three values i - 0 . , 1, 2 
- 1 for one value i . . 3 
b8 
Octavions Repr e sented by Matrices of H.ank Three. 
~et us first investigate matrices such that 
0 l 0 
0 0 l 
There are only six different types satisfying this condition. 
l<' 
"", 
.... l 0 0 El.. -=- l 0 0 E & = 0 l 0 
0 l 0 0 0 l 0 0 l 
0 0 l 0 l 0 l 0 0 
.!!; 
-
0 0 l .!!; = 0 0 l E = 0 l 0 jl - r • 
0 1 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 
l 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 l 
A multiplication table can be readily obtained, f or example 
E E E 3 . ... =="" 4 
but no two symbols anticonrrnute. If 1, -1, -i, -i are used as 
elements of the matrix, a set of forty-eight matrices are obtained 
f or 36 
for 12 
By follo¥dng the element in the centre row (or centre column) it is 
readily seen that a reversal in sign as should occur in anti-
commuting matrices is not possible. 
An aLternative proof based on submatrices is given by 
Schiff . l 
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ID~IvlPOTENCY AND SPEC'I'RA.L SET. 
Procedure. Eddington 1 s treatment of elementary particles and the 
subsequent derivation of the hamiltonian for a free particle 
centres around one concept: rdempotency. 
v'li th the view in mind to develop a two-dimensional analogue 
to the hydrogen atom, that is the hamiltonian of a particle in a 
radial field, the procedure used here will follow Eddington by 
making idempotency the fundamental criterion. 
A deviation from Eddington's method soon becomes necessary 
not onlybecause we have half of the number of Eddington's symbols 
available and two instead of three-space dimensions, but because ~ . . ltl«w 
symmetry is forced upon us by the eight-symbol calculus. 
It i s the purpose of this section to investigate octavion 
analysis with regard to idempotency and in particular to find 
available spectral sets for the e i ght-symbol calculus. 
Definitions. 
a. 
1. Defining equation of idempotency X - X. 
The simplest case of idempotency is given by the 
solutions: 
X = 1 
X= 0 
certainty that the event occurs. 
certainty that the event does not occur. 
If the solution is interpreted by the notation of prob-
ability, the answ·er is either a clear 11 yes11 or a clear 11 no"• In 
physics, this would correspond to the si mplest type of phenomenon, 
which either exists or does not exist. 
3 2. Defining equation of pseudo-idempotency X =X 
There are phenomena in physics which may exist in 
three different states and may be described by 
X= +1 phenomenon occurs. 
X= -1 occurence of opposite nature. 
X = 0 non-occurence. 
This type of phenomenon bears a one-to-one corres-
pondence to the equation of pseudo-idempotency. 
3. Defining equations for ~ spe ctral setl 
x· x· =- o 
'J 
~X· -1 
i I 
idempotency of each component. 
mutual exclusion. 
normalisation condition. 
Frequently several constituents, like chro~ge, spin, etc. 
are simultaneously associated with the same physical system. This 
leads to a set of mutually exclusive proper ties, as given by the 
above definition. A normalisation condition 1v.ith E0 as unity is 
frequently used. 
As an example, consider the quaternion set: 
Spectral sets are given by 
x._ = ~ (e0 -4-ie$) 
x_ = ~(eo - ie~J 
(s ... 1, 2, 3) 
(cyclic) 
1. TEMPLE : Proc. Roy. Soc., A3J8, 479, (1932). 
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as can be readily seen on account of: 
x_x_ - x .. 
X X c 0 
+ -
x_x. = o 
in agreement. with the definition of a spectral set. 
4. Definition of E-nurnbers: 
To obtain an algebra from which mor e than one spectral 
set can be formed we have to resort to E-numbers v;hich are there-
by uniquely defined. 
For instance, the requirement that there are four spectral 
setsXi in the calculus determines the Ei as the four roots of +1: 
Given: 
Requires: 
0 
1 
E = 1 0 
' 
0 -1 
(i :: o, 1, 2, 3) 
E:a. = 0 1 
1 0 
No other matrix of rank two occurs. 
A similar derivation can be obtained for more com-
plicated algebras. Eddington suggests the development of 
sedenions on the basis of spectral, or 11pure 11 components. 
"Those familiar with the Group Theory of wave mechanics 
will recall the fundamental part played by idempotent 
operators in selecting the llpure" states of a 
statistical ensemble. • • • This suggests a new approach 
to the theory of the representation of phenomena by 
E-symbols. l;ie can regard the matrices Jk as introduced 
by a spectral analysis of entities represented by 
algebraic numbers (in particular, probability dis- · 
tributions or densities) into four pure constituents. 11 1 
1. EDDINGTON: RP 72. 
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Mathematical Interpretation of Idempotency. Three mathematical 
aspects of the problem are here considered: 
(a) Statistical analysis. 
(b) F actorisabili ty. 
(c) Invariance. 
(a). Statistical analysis: 
From a statistical point of view idempotency is equi-
valent to consider ing means of statistical distributions as 
11pseudo-individuals 11 • 'Ihis argument is convincingly presented by 
Eddington when he discusses the degree of 11fine-grainednessu of 
st~tistical analysis. 
11 There is no objective limit to the 11fine-grainedness 11 
of statistical analysis. V'e begin with averages and 
there is no r eason to suppose th~mr pr-ocedUre of 
analysis ever leads to anything but averages. The 
accepted stopping-point is de<i ded by the consideration 
that the rr ocedure of analysis has achieved its aim 
when it has removed the indeterminacy of the relations 
between linear and non-linear characteristics. The 
runner stops when the race is won, not be cause further 
motion is impossible; it is for the same r eason that 
statist ical analysis ends in carriers of idempotent 
vectors or tensors.nl 
(b) Factorisability:2 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix to 
be pure is that it shall be idempotent when normalised. The 
criterion of purity is the factorisability of the matrix. 
(c) Invariance : 
Weyl3 links idempotency to the concepts of invariance 
and he discusses its relation to the symmetry properties of 
certain types of algebras. Also spectral sets are compared to a 
le EDDINGTON: FT 131 · 
2~ TEMPLE: Proc. Roy. Soc. A 138 , 479. 
3. ';TEYL : GQ 291. 
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system of (n-1) orthonormal vectors in an n-dimensional continuum 
which obey the defining equation°~pectral sets. 
Eddingtonl links the factorisability of the hamil-
tonian, as first accomplished by Dirac, vdth the concept of 
idernpotency. He then shows that idempotency is a criterion that 
imposes invariance upon the hamiltonian. 
Physical Interpretation of Idempotency. The .following is a 
familar example of a spectral set in which XL represents a 
selective operation. 
"Let J,_ denote the operation of selecting light of 
wave length L from a source of li~1t represented by 
y; thus the light of wave length 1 existing in the 
source is represented by JL1 • · If we repeat the 
selective operation J._ on J~..:of, it makes no difference; 
hence J,_L = J'-. The symbol J£-'J._ denotes the operation 
of selecting Yvave length 1 1 out of light already 
selected as being of wave length L; the result is 
obviously zero. Further, selecting everywave length in 
turn and adding the reSI.lts, we reproduce the original 
source of light; hence £,J._ is ecp al to the "identical 
orsrator 11 1. The selective operators of spectral 
analysis therefore fulfil the equations 
x'" x'-. = o ~Lx ... •1 
which ensure that they are . idempotent, non-overlapping 
and exhaustive. 112 
Sedenions, or E-numb~s of the sixteen-symbol calculus 
may be introduced by spectral analysis of algebraic numbers into 
four constituents. In Eddington's analysis, these constituents 
are identified as charge and spin.J 
Eddington's identification of charge and spin is further 
substantiated by associating 1•dth X:.. mechanical properties and vrith 
1~ EDDINGTON: RP 72, 87 
2. EDDINGTON: RP 72; 
3. EDDllmTON: RP 88. 
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:! X electrical properties, where X is an idempotent spectral set.l 
The coalescence of X~ and~ X occurs: 
i. Microscopically: when electric and mechanical 
properties are associated in the definition of an 
elementary particle. 
ii. Macroscopically: when mechanical properties are 
associated with a second-rank tensor and electric 
propa rties ·with a first-rank tensor in the general 
theory of relativity. 
J!"'inally Eddington interprets a Sfe ctral set as an 
analysis of an elementary particle into "elementary states" or 
11 subparticles11 • 2 If it is desLrecl to attach two characteristics -
say charge and spin - to the per ticle, Eddington suggests · the use 
of t vro mutually conmruting Pauli sets A and B. Then the complete 
spectral set is given by four terms: 
There are then :sixteen Sl)ectral sets since J1..<. and ~ can each have 
four distinct values. 
.... ,.. -
Each set has four terms x.,x-,x4 ,x: 
corresponding to the four combinations (± =) 
Importance is also attaChed to imaginary idempotency 
P -= -iX YT.here X satisfies the defining equation of IE eudo-
idempotency. Since P but not X satisfies reality conditions which 
express relativity rotations, an examination of pseudo-idem~otency 
is an important aspect of sedenion analysis.3 
EDDINGTON: H.P 91 
EDDlliGTON: RP 248 
EDDUIG'l'ON : FT 134 
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A physical interpretation of pseudo or imaginary 
idempotency is given by Eddington in his discussion of the already . 
mentioned subparticle. 
11 A pure particle is the carrier of a momentum vector which 
satisfies P:a:. = iP ••• The pure particles are the 11 germs" 
of protons and electrons. The complete properties of 
protons and ele ctrons cannot appear until an enviTomnent 
has been provided in which these properties can manii es"t 
themselves; and at present we are studying them in a very 
abstract way in the environment represented by a -simple 
E-frame. But it is natural to c all these embryonic particles 
by the names that they will earn later, when properties 
arising out of -multiplicity factors, interchange, etc., 
are added. • • • The pure particle is a four-armed 
comparator determing f1.mdamental equivalences between a 
wider variety of physical characteristics - mass , angular 
momentum, charge, magnetic moment. 11 l 
.:3p:: ctral Sets for Octavions. 
i. Spectral set defined by 
ii . Octavions defined by 
.. 
E1 E ~ = - E2 E, -=E 
F.Eo = -E;, :f.s = E., 
X·X· c: 0 I :.\ 
~ E. E = 
" EOE ::: 
~ 
-E E, = E (cyclic) 
-Es Et a Eo (s = 1,2,3) 
The following spectral sets were inv~tigated and the derivation is 
-given in the subsequent paragraph. 
1. A solution that includes the generating symbols E, , Ek_, ~ 
X = ;;: 1[E., :!- (V{J)(11, + ~ ~3iJ 
2. A set giving preference to the directions E, and E~ 
Z(± t) ~ ~G-o -! (1ffl~ + E:l.i] Go ~ {Y/2)E1 + E J] 
3. Ei ght t wo-component set s of the type 
1. EDDll-lGTON: FT 137. 
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Derivation of Spectral Sets. 
1. Is it possible to find a spectral set that includes all the 
generating symbols, possible vd t h real coefficients? 
,_ 
Since X vdll not include ~~, unless E0 is included, let us 
try the following solution. 
X - KE • of K
1(E, + E ~ +E..3 ) 
X.t.::: (K -3i 1 )E0 -fo 2KK 1 (E, -+ E~ -t E_,) 
To obtain 
r- = x 
we require 
2KK 1 - K ' 
':I.. "a. 
K = K -3K 1 
Hence 
A representation with r eal coefficients is therefore not possi. ble. 
The conditions 
:x...x_ - o 
and 
are satisfied. 
This solution includes all three generating symbols. 
2. Using the same method as in (1), we can obtain 
Xi- = ~(Eo ± (1/J2)(E, -+ E2..2J 
Yt = }fE : ( i ,;r-2)(E1 + E~ il 
None of the t hree symbols determined by X± or Y~ can be used to 
7-6 
generate the complete calculus. A set that satisfies this condition 
is given by 
Z(±: t) = XtYt 
substituting: 
Z(-t -1) -, u· ,:= -"::1. t., 4 • 
Z(~ -) : i [Eo t E. 
i.(- "*) = i @:o t E" 
Z(--)~ ~ ~o-E• 
~ ('){2~EJ 
"'"("~XE , 
- [•/f2XE1 
- eJJ2/.E, 
+ E~+ E' +E)j 
I 
- E.._il t E .... - E 
T E:a.- E' - E1J 
+ E~ + 1<"' ' .l.:J 1' E"'"j] 
These four spectral components form a complete set: 
z (,.. +) + z {... -) + z (- -1·) + z (- -) = ~ 
This set also fulfills all the other conditions of idempotency. 
Moreover this set has the advantage of being constructed of the 
symbols Tt'. E0 E E' F. E~ which >fill shovr a certain prevalence 
...... ' ' I' ' ~' ' -
in a universe of two space dimensions. 
3. Comparing the r esults of section (l) and (2), the que stion 
arises whether a simpler set ccn be constructed. Such a set is 
given by the following: 
Xs - :1 c~ - -z· .l!.o 
* 
~) 
t ... l ("' z ~ t iE~) 
lo -=- ~- (E.:. ':1 E IJ) 
r = ! CE • .:t i!; 0 ) 
(s =-1, 2, 3 ) 
From these eight two-component sets~ sixteen four-
component sets may be constructed namely 
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Six sets 
Six sets 
Three sets 
One set 
-~ x"' = x'xs' 
X... x~, = xs xs.' 
:ii x.t =- r xs 
As an example consider 
Z(+ -t) =iLEotEo • iE,; ... iE:J 
~(+ -) l [ 0 
- i El iEJ = 4 Eo- E 4 
Z(- -t) = J. ~ 4 • - Eo + iE_, - iEJ 
This type of representation has the disadvadage of involving only 
E~, E-, _Ej, ~' a combination from v~ich no further symbols can be 
derived. 
It can be readily verified by direct multiplication that Z 
satisfies the condition for a complete set. For instance 
Z(+ -t) Z(- -) ::.Q 
since 
~~) ~ E. Eo iE!> iE:a. 
0 iE~ Eo E . E iEo 
.Eo ]£. E o iE~ iE~ 
i.C:3 . .h: ) 1) -iE~ -J. -Eo -£ 
.E~ 
-J. _iE~ -'ill ~ -E.:. ~'0 
Matrix Representation of S]:'E ctral Sets: 
i. Eight spectral sets of t VIo components& Consider the matrices 
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X~ l I 
= z E, - E 
E' Eo:» 
XX : X 
XX' ;:::. 0 X 1X -;: 0 
X + X' :: E"') 
The r equirement s of a spectral s et are f ulfilled by X and X 1 
Since any of the ei ght octavion symbols may be substi t uted f orE ', 
t here are ei ght mat rices Xi vd th i- l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, B. 
Since E<~ might be consi dered a matrix of rank f our, X will be of r ank 
eight. 
ii. Sixty-f our Sp:l ct ral set s of four components: 
Let 
Zij has 
Z;j • x4 XJ· 
four components, f or instance 
+ ... z .. e ::. I 
z•-
'" 
• i 
z~ "' = .l ~~ 4 
--
, 
z.~ = . L ~; 
I ~ E~j E,. E 
-E' E o -E E o 
E. E' [E. ;;;• 
~ ' E ~,. E 
"'l!. 1!, 
0 0 
1i' -4'J IE ..t.,;J o J..:J o 
E l E ~~ E. 
~ . E I E :] 0 E' E,.. E 
.1!;0 0 
::' 
r.\ "E~ 
.i!i,. 
.. ·E' -E"ll. 
-r E • -·· - 0 .c; 
.,.., , T:\ ~ 
. -..1:!. -+..t!. 
: E -i~ 
• 
I ':.. E .,. E 
(i, j - 1, 
,I 
!. t-E" I 
E ~ +E ' ~ 
E' ~E .... 
Eo 
. ~ 
+ E 
-E ' + E.l.l 
E.-+ E!!o 
.. '2.. 
-E - E 
4 
E o ~E 
2, 
Z sat isf i es all conditions f or s~ ctral sets , f or instance 
. 
,I 
• • • 8) 
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iii. N te: In a calculus based on eight symbols and leading to a (\ 
total of sixty-four dimensions, an available arrangments of eight or 
sixty-four sets of idempotent symbols might prove useful. 
Two Mutually Exclusive Sets. The octavion algebra affords an 
interesting possibility to form two mutually exClusive sets 
.( . N and ~ on the basls of the fundamental equation of idempotency 
N:.a..• N 
The result might then be interpreted by assigning to N 
a physical operation whiCh when repeated gives the same operation. 
For example: 
No ~HE. + 
N• = ~ (E , -
~·\ l!J ) 
E•) 
transmission of parallel polarised light 
transmission of perpendicularly polarised 
light 
filtering parallel component 
filtering perpendicular component 
annihilation 
A complete octavion set of N-symbols may be formed: 
~ 1 ( Q() N ·-::. 2 ~ - E (a< - C)' 1' 2 ' 3 ) 
It migh~ be possible to use the results of this algebra 
to represent other physical phenomena, possibly as follows: 
NON I =- N, transmission 
0 
N N1 =0 absorbtion 
N1 N"":I. =- N~ equivalent selection 
.3_ I N1 N - N, 4 N interference 
It is particularly interesting that l~ acts as annihilation 
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I 
operator on N but presents co~olete transmission of N1 and 
vice versa for N°. 
Octavion Algebra Defined by Idempottancy. The following derivation 
of octavion was suggested by Dirac'sl concise formulation of anti-
commuting symbols by means of vector notation. 
i. Idempcitency for connnuting symbol was expressed by 
(EJ;a.=E 
Is there a corresponding basic equation for non-commuting symbols 
and r·rhat me.n ing could be assigned to E in the case of non-commutation? 
The minimum number of symbols for non-commutation is two. 
But it was shown that ·with every two non-commutative symbols, a 
third symbol must be associated. Hence the smallest non-comnru.tat ive 
unit consists of three symbols E(E,, E.a, E,). 'fuis unit may be 
visualised by a vector in three space, the symbols being its 
components. 
Then the vector product 
- ~JL. ~ LE = E or . ~ =E 
corresponds to the idempotent equation 
_I._ l,l ~ 
~ E • E E OG E etc. 
or 
I .a. a 
E E -= E cyclic. 
ii. The above argument might readily be extended to pseudo-
idempotency 
, 
ElY= EQ 
scalar product 
1. "b•R19c: f¥rl 1"'1o 
arid 
vector product. 
Bi 
The scalar equation yields the E of oov octavion ana ysis 
since 
,,o Eo - E !!, .. - ~ 0 
The vector equation gives E;, since 
iii. ~ary Vector Product 
:L 
Idempotency [E:J = E 5 
~seudo-idempotency [E~J~ =- E ~ 
Scalar Product 
~ (Eo) = E o 
(E")~ =- ED 
V'ii th s '= l, 2 , 3 all e i ght octavion symbols are defined by idempotency. 
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UNITS AND 'FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS m A TWO-SPACE UNIVERSE. 
Procedure: In this section, we will make an estimate of the magnitude 
. . 
of certain :@;_yacal quanitities in the tVfo-space Universe such as the 
fine-structure constant or the cosmical number. These data 1vill be 
obtained on the assumption that the :f. ructure of the two-space Universe 
is built according to the same rules as the three-space Universe described 
by Eddington. 
In Eddington's •Fundamental Theory', the discussion of the 
fundamental constants of nature preceeds the development of sedenion 
analysis. It thus appears that Eddington considered laws which determine 
the magnitude of fundamental constants of nature as the starting point 
for unravelling the ~ructure of the Universe. From the interrelation-
ships betittreen these constants come the first specifications as to what 
requirements the mathematical description has to satisfy. Eddington's 
analysis of fundamental constants clearly points toward a sixteen-point 
element; on this evidence , a sixteen-point algebra, the sedenion analysis 
is then developed. The resulting calculus is then shown to have a one-
to-one correspondence with the mathematical fornrulation of our physical 
laws. 
In our tw·o-space Universe to be built, we clearly cannot begin 
<?~~ construction with the constants of Na-t:-ure, since these are derived 
wi~ 
from observation. We can only begin at the other end, namely.,....our 
algebra or octavion analysis. From the structure of the algebra, guided 
by analogy to Eddington's Universe, an estimate of a number of physical 
quantities, such as the number of particles in the Universe~ may be 
inferred. To serve as guidance in this analogy, the :roost important 
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results of Eddington's analysis are briefly surveyed. Some of the mat-
erial taken from the 'Relativity Theory of Protons and Electrons' had 
to be adjusted to be in agreement with_ corre~onding results given in 
'Fundamental Theory'• In particular, the Bond factor and a coefficient 
of 3/4 in the cosmical number is always used following the refinement 
of the theory as given in the •Dublin Lectures' and in 'Fundamental 
Theory•. 
Eddington's Analysis of Fundamental Constants. Consider seven .of the 
fundamental constants of nature: 
c =- 2.998 lol-0 em/sec velocity of light 
h = 6.629 lo-27 erg.sec Planck's constant 
e = 4.805 lo-lo e.s.u. elementary charge 
M - 1.674 10-24 gram mass of 'H atom 
m- 9.104 l0-28 gram reduced mass of 1H electron 
G = 6.666 10-8 c.g.s. units universal constant of gravity 
R = 9.335 1o26 em radius of the Universe 
These constants might have been alternatively expressed as a combination 
of several of these constants. &'uch combinations are often preferable 
and might be substituted for one of the above constants. From the 
experimentalist's point of view, the following would probably constitute 
a better choice since · their numberical value could be measured more 
readily. 
M p mass of the proton 
ll1e mass of the electron 
F F~aday 1 s constant 
for 1H 
r Rydberg constant 
for 1H 
M .. 1\:> -+ llle 
Mm-=MpiDe 
F .. e/Mc 
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As given above, these constants of nature ·will depend on the measuring 
scale (em or sec) used by the observer. A Claer examination of these 
seven constants >vill mow that it is possible to derive four, but only 
four, independent numerical ratios from these constants. These ratios 
are independent of the measuring scale chosen, · hence must be the same 
no matter what units the observe employs • 
Fine structure ratio .fie = 137 .o 
ez 
Proton-electron ration M • 1850 
m 
Electro-gravitational ratio e2 = 1.942 1037 
GiiiM 
Macro-microscopic ratio Rc2 = 7.520 lo78 
m;r 
A theory of structure of the Universe should be able to account 
for these ratios, and Eddington succeeds to correlate them to the 
· sixteen-point structure of the Universe by considering all possible 
arrangements of vrave functions in a three-space ·world. 
Eddington• s Enumeration of Wave Functions. To derive fundamental numer-
ical constants of nature, Eddington investigates the •enumeration of 
wave function~' in a (3 t- 1) dimensional world. 1 • 
j - o, 1, 2, 3· 
T'nis investigation makes ue of the Pauli Exclusion principle and 
correlates our ability to distinguish particles vd th the existance of 
different combinations or enumerations of wave function. 
"Our ability to predict the number of protons and electrons 
in the universe implies that the number is imposed by the 
procedure followed in analysing the interrelatedness of our 
experience into a manifestation of an assemblage of particles 
or wave systems. It is a commpnplace that electrons are not 
intrinsically distinguishable from one another; it is 
1. EDDINGTON: RP. 317 
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therefore not surprising that the total number, allwed 
for in our scheme of dissection of phenomena, depends on 
the conventiopal distinctions introduced when, for example, 
vre decide that a certain diffuse ·wave packet is composed 
of t vro electrons rather than one.ul., 
This enumeration leads to two factors here denoted by: 
Kn - corresponding to the variety of the exponential exp( ~ ~<=~..i] 
.) 
This is a large factor which is shovm to be such that log21\" = m2.. 
;1fith log2 m = n. 
~ =m(rn.+ 1)/2 with log2m = m. This is a small factor and corresponds 
to the variety of '\'o 
The theory of fundamental constants is then developed on the basis of 
the K,. and k.,. For example it is shown that; 
1. The number of particles in the Universe 2. is Nn = n-1 kn .Kn 
2 
2. The Bond factor3 B • 137 
I 136 
'.L he total number of space-and-time dimensions is denoted by 
n; the factor (n-1) which occurs frequently denot es the space manifold. 
It is assumed here that time has always a unique character. 
A numerical evaluation of wave function constants Kn and kn 
gives a complete summary of Eddington 1 s results. These are incorporated 
in tl1e first table of the next section. 
1 ~ EDDINGTON: RP. 316 _a . F.DDINGTON: Pro c. Camb. Phil. 
~. BOND, W.W. Nature 133, 327, 1934. S0c. ~-0 , 37, 1944. 
fj/ 
Application to the 1\vo-sm ce Univ~. Summary of numerical evaluation 
of wave function constants kn and Kn• 
n kn Kn Nn Total E-Eddington I !Dimension H-This paper 
n=l~O 3 24 0 ~ E H · 
ti=l+l 10 216 2 • .56 103 b.6 E H 
n = 1 + 2 36 264 8.92 102° ~4 H 
n=1-l-3 136 22.56 2.36 1o79 1256 E 
. 
n=l-+4 .528 21024 1.32x1o32C 1024 
n ~ time + space 2n-1(2nft) 2 22n 4n 
Summar Y of invariant numerical ratios in terms of the constants k:rl . and 'K" 
-- -----
!Phis paper .ciddington 
Space Dimensions n-1 1 2 3 
Total Dimensions 4n 42 43 44 
Cosmical number Nn ¥~~ 2e56 103 J 9'2 ~.1o20 ..- 2.36 1079 
' ·· 
Bond factor ~ 11/10 37/36 137/136 
Fine structure -Kc kn t 1 11 37 137 
ratio ~ 
Hydrogen mass M kn2 10 129.6 1849.6 
ratio - K2 m 
Electro-gravi- e2 . ~JJ/l N 21/2 ~1/2 N 1/2 
tational ratio - GmM ~u., ~ ·. m fri-
( . ... 
-· .. 
. . 
. ' ." -. ·- . ) 
·-
Macro-microspopic Rc2 2~1 K.a !(. N2 N3 N4 ratio mr- -
-
' 
11 lf 1f I .. . . ! 
The values given for the 3-Sp.ace Universe are those derived by Eddington. 
The above relations give a complete system of fundamental 
constants for the T\llfo-space world. It is not posable at this stage to 
evaluate the individual constants, this can only be done if any three 
constants are known. 
Units in the Tvro-Space Universe. To the theoretical physicist, it would 
probably be most satisfactory, to define lilis units on the basis of the 
constants themselves. This procedure rerults in a simplification of 
many equations in theoretical physics. For instance, if c = 1, it 
obviates a distinction between electrostatic and electromagnetic systems, 
between time artd s);:ace, between mass, energy and momentum and several 
similar sets of quantities >vhich have identical physical properties. 
Tvlo alternatives are considered . from this point of vlew: 
i. c = 1 e = ~ 1 M = 1 
ii. c - 1 
+-
e•- 1 m=l 
The first set includes qum.:.~i.ties.--:- that are elementary building stones in 
the physical universe, namely the unit atom and the unit charge. It 
could however be argued that the atom is not as fundamental as the 
electron, particularly in ili. ew of the fact that the electron nma$ be the 
subunit not the atom. The second set gives an arrangment vlith the 
reduced mass of the hydrogen electron taken as unity. It Shmld be noticed 
that m -(~ ~)/(Kp + ~) ;;:.llle. 'lhe reduced electron mass is slightly 
smaller than the mass )~ the free electron. 
An interesting alternative is also given by the following se/ee~'on 
making both M and m integers. 
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iii. c : 1 e : 1 M : kn2 
To the experimentalist, the most acceptable system vrould 
probably be one :in which the constants of nature which are used as 
scales can be readily and accurately determined by experim3nt . Such a 
set is sugge sted by Eddington.l 
iv. c • 1 r = 1 F = 1 
The experimental determination of the three constants vrill then permit 
us t o infer all that is to be knovm about the system. 
Swmnary: Alternative systems of units :in the Two-Space wor~d. 
I (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 
c 1 1 1 1 
F 1 1/M 1/M 1 
r m 1 10 1 IiflP 4rl0 ~-
n 37 37 37 3.83 x 1o-2o 
t e 1 1 1 1.67 x 1o-ll 
m 1 1 10 9.03 x l o-15 
129.6 
M 1 J2 9.6 362 P- .67 x 1o-ll 
G 27~)''). 2h ~ tjl. 2h . { )''l. P- . lt2 x 1o-6 
- :.l .JD ) l. . IO 
m "' M -;::J ;M /:J 
_1..(2.10N)1/ 2 2. ~· 10 )/)~ , R 2 (2.10N)2 . 8.J.4 X 103 
"" 
-m 
N 36 X 264 )6 X 264 36 X 264 ~.92 X 1020 
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Evaluation. 
1. S:tnce there are four relations b etween the seven constants of 
nat ure, observation of any three will determine all others. Revers:ing 
the :rrocedure, by assigning three of these quantities as units of our 
measuring scales we can determine the numerical vel ue of the other four 
constants uniquely. 
2. 'l'b.e question arises whether there cmld be more than the four ratios 
listed by Eddington. Also is it to be expect ed that more than seven 
constants of nature exist such that further rates can be derived. 
3. Given seven independent constants of nature, as many as six indepen-
dent ratios could be . derived. From a theoretical point of view, p 
independent constants and p-1 resulting independent ratios vrould 
represent an ideal situation, since one unit - or one observation - would 
be the r eq uired link of the mathematical description w:i.th the physical. 
world. One measurement would determine the physical system uniquely. 
4. Though it might be theoretically desirable to have only one 
arbitrary unit, it is an open question whether there are other - possibly 
epistemological - reasons, that prevent this. As pointed out above, 
all our syst ems ha.ve three arbitrary units at their disposal. This 
allows us to impose t wo arbitrary restrictions, a point ·which is 
discussed by Eddington: 
11 The iluposition of t wo (and ·only t wo) fixed relations between 
the units of l ength, t :iJUe and mass is an essential 
theoretical requirement. It is needed to remove a redundant 
fluidity of description of physical systems, -occasioned by 
referring them to three extraneous standards when one 
standard is sufficient to fix the scale. In modern physics 
fluidity of description is provided by a systematic 
.transformation theory (tensor caluclus, e tc.), "Which is 
thrown into confusion if we · graft on to it a mer ely 
traditional change of units.nl 
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No reason for the necessity of having three arbitr~ units is given 
by Eddington or to the best of rrry knowledge by any other investigator. 
5. In particular, a chaJlenging problem would be tb investigate the 
origin of, and the necessity for, three arbitr~ units. It is not 
unlikely that this three-fold degeneracy of units has the same epistem-
ological origin, as the· three-fold manifold~space. If such a relation 
to space exists, the above derivation for the two-space world would 
rEquire serious reconsideration. 
6. Further objections against a theory of fundamental constants can be 
raised on the ground that a more rigorous definition of what is meant 
by the concept 1 constant of nature 1 is needed. The boiling point of 
water - to give an example - isnnot · a fundan ental constant, but it 
should be possible to derive it and express it in tenns of fundamental 
constant, provided all data are given about the atomic and molecular 
structure of water. Eddington lists about thirty constants of natural. 
This number could be indefLDitely increased, giving further properties 
of structure of nature. .All of the~e constants are, however expressible 
in terms of the original seven constants. 
1. EDDINGTON: FT Chapters V and IX 
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7. It is noteworthy that the set of coefficients kn may be obtained 
from an idempotent symbol 
Jn2 = Jn 
·where J ;:: Itt'\ "t kl\ :=. 2" 
Summary of result s of idempotent equation. 
n ~ 0 1 2 3 4 
kl'\ = 1 3 10 36 136 
kn- k~ = 1 2 4 8 16 
kl\ + k ~ • 1 4 16 64 256 
The k,., correspond to the number of re 1 components . · 
and the k ~ correspond to the number of hidden components, which 
do not appear in the theory. 
B. Any matrix can be considered as a sum of a sy1nmetric and an 
antisynnnetric part since 
A( a b) • ! G.ca b) + A(b aJJ.J. ?a ( ca ·b) - A(b a D 
T(a lS ) = i 0 <a b) + A(b aiJ 
T' (a b) : ?a /]..Ca b) - A(h t1j] 
hence A(a b) ... 'l' {a b) 4- T• (a b) 
Table giving components of matrix with rank.2 111 
Symmetric matrix T(a b) = T(b a) kn elements. 
Antisymmetric matrix T' (a b) :-T' (b a) k l n elements. 
92. 
Thus kn gives the number of symmetric elements in a 
matrix of rank 2ft, while k 1 gives the number of antisymmetric 
elements in the same matrix. 
It appears that the symmetric coefficients only, are of 
importance in the derivation of fundamental const~ts. 
9. It seems only fitting to conclude an evaluation of funda~ 
mental cons t ants of nature with a jud?ment by Bertrand Russell, 
eminent philosopher and mathematician. l~ssell interprets the role 
of these constants as a link between the immense superstructure of 
mathematical physics that tends to obscure its observational basis andits 
eJ.llPirical character. 
11 They represent the residuum of brute fact after as much 
as possible has been reduced to equations. (I am not · 
including brute facts mich are merely geogr~phical). 
It should be observed that we are much more certan of the 
importance of these constants than we are of this or that 
interpretation of them. Planck's constant, in its brief 
history 9.. nee 1900 , has been represented verbally in 
various ways, but its numerical value has not been affe cte::l 
by such changes. Whatever may happen to quantum theory 
in the future, it is virtually certain that the mnstant 
h vr.i..ll remain important. Similarly as regards e and m, 
the charge end mass of an electron. Electrons may dis-
appear completely from the fundamental principles of 
physics, but e and m are pretty certain to survive. In a 
sense it may be said that the discovery and measurement of 
these constants is what is most solid in modern physics."l 
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T.dE 'r WO-SP ACE ATOM. 
Procedure. It is the purpose of this chapter to d evelop the equation 
of motion of an elementary particle. The symbolic frame of 
octavions or E-numbers will be applied to e xpress the laws of physics 
so far formulated, possibly in its raativistic form. 
Dealing >'lith a single free particle, the laws of 
statisti cal certainty no longer apply and the laws of mechanics must 
be interpreted by methods of quantum mechanics. 
i. 1ne symmetry relation pr evicusly derived from the concept 
of measurement 
(P, Q) - invariant 
will be interpreted as an uncertai.. nty relation between conjugate 
coordinates. P and Q m~ also be considered as operators. 
ii. The assymetry relation, previously derived from the 
concept of observation will be interpreted as operators and will 
thus include the follo·wing form: 
1... 2 s ~ = 1 
- (~cr-- l 
(~Jl- = 1 
~J' -(~,J G 1 
Finally the aseciation of mass and charge vlill be attempted and 
the construction of a particle in an electric field of radiaJ ,symmetry 
so to speak a t wo-dimensional hydrogen atom, \vill be discussed. 
S4 
The Symbolic Frame. Recall the spectral set 
X. .. !(E. + i E$) (s • 1, 2, 3) 
x_ :: t (E - i~) 
since it is desired to achieve a set •Yhich connects time (q0 ) and 
space (q
1 
,q._). Consider .'a set in which the coordinates are 
coefficients r 
X -::: Eoqo 
-+ iE.s9s (summation index. 
s - 1, 2, 3) 
X* -=- E;. qo - ~ qs 
If we impose the condition 
XX~< : 0 ~ ~ :a. l.. qo - q, - qt = q$ 
_, 
an expression independent of the symbolic E-frame is obtained. 
These symbols may be expressed in the octavion notation. 
X.:::. ql) 0 
-q, -q:&.. -i 0 0 0 ~3 
0 ~ -q ~ -a. 0 0 -q ~ -0 
-q -~ ql) 0 0 qJ 0 0 
-q:;&. q, 0 qo -q 0 0 0 l 
X7~ :: qo 0 q ct. -i 0 0 0 ~ 
0 qo q. ..q, 0 0 +~ 0 
q ql.. ~ a 0 -~ 0 0 
~ -q, 0 qt> +q~ 0 0 0 
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Equation of Motion of a Free Particle: 
i. From the tetrahedron representing the symmetry re-
lation between our four basic quantities, there are three types of 
linkages. Motion being by definition a relationship between space (~ ) 
and time (qd) requires us to investigate the linkages. 
s =- 1, 2 
A relationsh:ip between unique and manifold symbols is g. ven in 
octavien analysis by: 
In octavion anlysis all relations reduce to linear ones, since 
f( "l<'·E·)- f (E) 
'"'I J - K 
Hence the relationship must be a linear one: 
P. E = i(p E ~ p E ~ p E ) 0'1> l . l ;a.).. 6.! 
E ~ . ( _.,., E~ ~ ~) qo ~ ~ q, .IS -1- ~ f ~.IS 
This will give the required A L.- So). == 1 
Eliminating the E symbols by multiplication, an expression independent 
of the frame is obta.:ire d. 
Po~ - P,~ - P;a. :a. = ~:a. 
q~.:~ - q,4 - qt : ~~ 
Po~ - P, q' -pl. q~-::. ~ q3 
Translating provisionally into the more common notion of ordinary 
physics, we can identify that the above equations will be the 
equations of motion of mechanics: 
9b 
ii. The following gives an interesting alternative : 
Given four matri ces such that e~~-i 1, an irreversible time 
coordinate q 
0 
, two reversible space coordinates q, q~ 
Consider 
X:; qoeo -" q,e, ~ q.,~..e\.. t- ~e~ 
x~r - ~ e 
- 0 - q, e, - q). e"aoo - ~e~ 
e. :. 1 0 e, = 0 1 e - 1 0 e :;.. a 
0 1 1 0 0 -1 
X-=. ~ - q~ qL - iq ~ 
q, -iq ~ qo- q. 
X*= ~ - q. -q, - iq a 
-q, -iq ~ qo - ~ 
Consider the determinants 
det (X) :; ~.._- q,l- l... - q ,_ 
- q. a 
(X*) .q,-:..-q, ~ w ~ det 
- q~ - q~ 
and XX*) =- ~· )._ -q4.. - q, ~ -q I lo 
We might begin by defining the quanti ties such that 
XX* :::... det (X) :; det (X*) 
= 
0 
-i 
i 
0 
a condition similar to idempotency and then impose the condition 
which yields 
the correct form for the equation of motion. 
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D, = p~ i- A¥ when Pt - ~ 
- ~~ 
D~ = p'i i Ay ~ p '1 ~ .:-rr'f 
D3 :.. E 't 'f E 
q 
=~ 
By substitution, we obtain 
E 0 m c~ = El) [{~)'-~~)~- (fq-}~-t t 0{r:3 #-+ ~(lei+'/!).)) 
The terms asS) ciated with E0 are mechanical 
with E 0 are electrical. 
If the electrical term H is ass:> cia ted with the time-like 
dimension E,p then the component of E ~gives one magnetic component 
perpendicular "to E.,tUld :El.• There are t wo electric components ass:> cia-
Th . ' ted with space coordinate s E1 and E~. erefore the dJ.mensions E 
and El. give perpendicular directions of electric field vectors in the 
Tvro-Space. 'l'hese components are independent of the time coordinate 
Let us proceed to evaluate H, X, and Y. 
Similarly the relation 
gives 
o ~ t~ T~(4t +~ - ~t .. A1(ir t-A1-~ ~ fJv(-1-~ + ayJ 
~ _;)IlL_~=- o 
G) -t ;) t. d y 
Alternative Treatment. A completely different approach would con-
sist of a correlation of two crossed frames of anticommuting 
symbols; an E s e t and a D set, with Dirac 1 s relativistic wave equa-
tion as developed by van der Waerdenl. 
Let the space coordinates be E1 and E~ and the time 
coordinate E~ with coefficients D1 D4. D~. Consider the expression 
·VIhere D.:> is an invariant elment 
D0 E. -::..J1 D, 4 E~D4 -+ iE~D.! 
Elminate the E-symbols by squaring: 
n'- D~ D.._ D ~ 4-, -"a,=.;) 
D might stand for 
i. d.x then ~ ~ '- ....... (edt) - (dx) - (dy) = (ds) 
ii. d/d.x then 
L. ~ 4 (d ) - (d ) - (d ) ~ v (C<1tJ @XJ (_Oj) 
iii. p 
Let us now consider the case when the Ds are coefficients that do 
not commute. 
Fundamental ecp.ation: 
Squaring: 
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E D )... - -w. ( D ~ - n '- - n .._) + E 3 ( D D - D D ) - C;S 1 ( D, D ~ - D ~ D ..l) • • 
oO "1:. 3 I ""). ' ' ~~ _., .,. 
• • • -tE~( D3D 1 - D1 Dol) 
This equation may be given physical significance if we associate 
mass and charge 
1. WAERDEN : GQ 95 
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This gives us the following relation for electromagnetism 
or H ~ curl A 
X-~_ ';;>!f_ 
- ~t; ~ or ! ::- A -+ grad 
y = QAj_~ ~ '";)'/ ~ __g__!h_ -# equationsd~uld go~rn electrical phenomena in Two-Space. 
or div! ~ f· 0 
These 
Magnetic phenomena are limited to one dimension and electric 
phenomena can occur in the Two-Space Dimensions. 
Particle in a Radial Field. tiaving established in the last section 
a possible scheme for electromagnetic phenomena, it is now 
possible to proceed to construct an elementary particle. ~imilar 
to the hydrogen atom, it would have t vro constituents of equal 
charge and different mass. t he charge is needed as a binding 
force, which might not obey an inverse square law. .!.he mass rat.io 
has already been calculated and is ex-pected to be about 12&. 
We might proceed to solve an equation corresponding to 
Dirac's equation for the central field. By imposing quantum 
conditions the energy levels can then be obtained and their 
separation can be calculated using the fine structure constant 
which was previously shown to be 37. Corresponding to the three 
quantum numbers n, 1, m in three-space prob~.bly only two quantum 
numbers exist. The quantum numbers orriginated - mathematically -
from solving the wave equation by spherical harmonics. In Two-
Jpace, we have only circular symre try, and our harmonics would 
probably be similar to those obtained from a circular vibrating 
plate. 
iOi 
Discussion. If it is possible to construct an atom in Two-Space, 
an atomic table might be constructed on the basis of an Exclusion 
Principle. oJ. mce the Tvm-Space Universe ~ts particles, wave s 
and charge , it is to be assumed that, for instance, gravity, mag-
netism, and chemical phenomena can be deduced from a '1\·vo-Space 
Physics. 'l'here are several phenomena that probably could not 
exist such as polarisation, optical rotation, and addition of 
moments of force. 
It would seem improbable that in Tlrro-Space, there are 
physical phenomena that do not exist in our 'Ihree-6pace. 'lhis 
invites the question: 1If there is a Four-Space, vmat cross-section 
of it do we actually perceive2 Are there phenomena that our 
perception mechanism cannot detect? ' Attention is dravm iD this 
possibility by Eddington. 
11 It is one thing for the human mind to extract from the 
phenomena of nature the laws which it has itself put into 
them; it may be a far harder thing to extract laws over 
which it has no control. It is even posable that laws 
which have not their origin in the mind mar be irrational, 
we can never succeed in fornrulating them. 11 
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CONCLUSIONS. 
Shmmary of Results. A Universe consisting of one asymmetn c 
time dimension and two symmetric space dimensions was assumed 
and an enquiry into the laws governing inert matter for this type 
of universe was made. 
Properties of the Two-Space Universe were derived ·with 
a view to achieve greatest coherence, and to accept only principles 
that were aloof of our three-dimensional vmrld, in particular 
statistical principles, symmetry raations, and epistemological 
concepts. 
The exittence of energy cent:ers was assl!ned and inter-
preted on t he basis of the two principal statistical laws: The 
Second Law of Thermodynamics ·which leadl to a definition of time 
and the Pauli Exclusion Principle which lea~ to a definition of 
space. 
An epistemological evaluation of the concept of 
measurement leadsto a four-point element ~~th a definite symmetry 
pattern. An algebra ·with a one-to-one rorrespondence to this 
symmetry could be identified vdth the laws of mecharics and 
thermodynamics clearly demonstrating their common origin. 'lhe 
four-element set, space- time - energy - momentum showved further 
symmetry pr-operties which were similar tot hose of a tetrahedron 
thus admitting three pairs of linkages. 
i03 
One of the linkages was examined in the light of 
epistemology. The asymmetry implied in the concept of observation and 
the invariance of physical laws with respect to the space-time 
frame guided us to relativistic mechanics. 
From the symmetry requirements of the Two-Space Universe, 
a symbolic frame was developed analogous- ~· to Eddt ngton • s 256 
d:imensional frame for the q.1 en tum mechanics of the three dimensional 
universe. The symbolic frame corresponded to a calculus consisting 
~.:~' 
of eight symbols. It was denoted as octavions and lead to a 4 
or 64 dimensional frame for qum tum mechanics. 
The octavion algebra was shown to satisfy the requirements 
of a Closed system for which a matrix representation was found. 
Octavion analysis was discussed with special emphasis 
regarding idempotency and spectral sets on account of the signifi-
cance attributed to them in Eddington's development of Quantum 
Mechanics. 
The constants of nature were examined in relation to the 
frame, and the units were determined in such a manner that only 
three(or possibly two) experimental measurements were necessary to 
give all information about this hypothetical Two-Space World. 
Finally m attempt was made to construct an atom in 
Two-Space. The equation of motion was developed by extending 
the laws of mechanics to the quantum region of uncertainty. A 
method of calculating the energy level of the two-space atom was 
indicated. 
f04 
Evaluation of Results. The contribution, vmich this dissertation 
intends to make, is to be found primarily in an examination of 
the necessary conditions for the construction of a coherent if 
somewhat simpler Universe. The purpose of this investigation was 
diametrically opposite to that of most investigations in physics ; 
The discover of la.vrs ·which explain the observed phenomena vra s only 
a secondary aim, the primary aim being the greatest possible unification 
and integration of these laws. 
'l'he simplified Uni vers of 'l'vro-Space vras shovm to be a 
most helpful model to which laws and symmetry relations could be 
applied and could be investigated vrith less mathematical eff ort than 
would be required for a Three-Space Universe. If the aim of physics 
is to integrate all laws and postulates into a coherent system, 
the model of the '1\·;o-Space may provide the testing material for 
this purpose. 
'Ihe pre sentation given here oft he Tvvo-Spl. ce ~~orld, or 
Sixty-Four Dimensional Universe, has attempted to interpret symmetry 
properties and to express them in terms of non-commuting algebras. 
A tetrahedral symr.Jetry was shovm to relate sets of 
physical variables such as found in H<11 il ton 1 s Equation of 
Mechanics and in Maxwell's Laws of Thermodynamics. The three 
possible linkages of tetrahedral synnnetry were exami.n3d and yielded 
relations that may be considered original contributions to 
physics. For example, a non-stati tsical link between the laws of 
mechanics and the laws of Thermodynamics was established. This 
iD5 
result is in agreement with the mechanistic theory of thermodynamics 
and may be considered independent evidence in favor of this theory. 
A definition of time add space on the basis of statistical 
laws may be of special interest to the philosopher. 
To the mathematician the following original development 
may be of interest: 
a. Derivation of Hamilton's Equation 
b. Derivation of Equation of State from 
Determinants 
c. Development of an Octavion Algebra 
d. Analysis of Octavion Algebra 
e. Matrix representation of octavions 
f. Spectral sets of octavions 
g. Generalisation of a system of fundamental 
constants 
Section 17 
16,17,29 
35,36 
37 ,3i3 
44,45 
54,55 
62,63 
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Suggestions for Further w·ork. 
1. dymmetry. Relations• The group theoretical treatment of the 
symmetry relations discussed in this dissertation would probably 
be very fruitful. Eddington does not use group theory in his 
work. A formulation of his developments by group theory is likely 
to yield interesting results. 
2. Tvro-Sra ce ~ The skeleton of a ~ixty-Four Dimensional 
Universe here developed could be greatly extended. A complete sol-
ution of the hydrogen atom appears to b e the most needed development 
to enable any further const ruction, such as tile atomic table or 
possibly nuclear and astrophysica developments. dince the number 
of atoms is about 1020 , properties of the oomplete universe may be 
evaluated. 
Applications.- .:3urface phenomena, Sl ch as surface tension 
may be used to test a theory that !mows only two-space dimensions. 
Crystals vri t h cylindrical symmetry or Brovmian movement are other 
examples of two-dimensional phenomena, that may be considered. 
'lne Epistemological Method. 1'o differentiate between 
what the observer claims to observe and Yvhat he actually observes 
is a problem tha t may receive greater attention by physicists. The 
use of interpreting phenomena as cross-sections of more coherent 
phenomena_needs further investigation from both the physicist and 
the philosopher. 
{07 
s. Constants of Nature, Are there additional constants? 
Are there additional relations between these constants? Is there a 
necessity for three arbitrary units? Is a system wi t:n one arbitrary 
unit possible and is there experimenta e vldence for such a scheme? 
This branch of physics contains a large number of unsolved 
problems. The anmv-ers may come from cosmic physics, nuclear physics, 
or possible low temperature physics. 
6. Correlation of Mechanics and 'I'hermodynamics: An examination 
of the ra ation between time and entropy for the Universe may lead 
to interesting results. It may be possible to sh~v a common basis 
between the exponential law of radioactive decay and the logarithmic 
definition of entropy. 
The analogy of mechanics and thermodynamics may be further 
extended to potentials, least action principles and contact 
transformations. Uncertainty relations may exist between conjugate 
thermodynamic quantities • 
.Algebras: Cons:j.derable effort was spent in unsuccessful 
attempts to construct an non-commuting algebra for the system: 
(p , q ) = (P , Q) 
such that individual symbols may be considered. Several unsuccessful 
attempt s were al so made to f ind a matrix presentat ion relating the 
four symbols. 
8. Octavion Analysis : Octavion analysis may •be extended to 
a . rotations of the type exp(E) 
b. contact transformation of the type TErl 
c. Properties of the quarterspur particularly its relation 
to inv9-riance. 
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A B S T R A C T. 
QUANTUM MECHANICS m A SIXTY-FOUR DI.NlliNSIONAL UIHV:2:B.S.ti:. 
I. A Universe consisting of one assymetric time dimension 
and t-:'m symmetric space dimensions -vvas assumed and an enquiry 
into the laws governing inert matter for this type of universe 
was made . 
Properties of the 'l.""'vm-Space Universe were derived with 
a view to achieve gre atest coherence and to accept only principles 
that were aloof of our thrae-dimensional ·world, in particular 
statistical principles, symmetry relations, and epistemological 
concepts. 
The existence of energy centers was assumed and inter-
preted on the basis of the t >vo principal statistical laws: The 
Second Lavr of Thermodynamics which leads to a definition of time 
and the Pauli Exclusion Principle which leads to a definition of 
space. 
An epistemological evaluation of the concept of measure-
1wmt leads to a four-point element with a dei'ini te symmetry 
'· 
pattern. An algebra with a one-to-one correspondence to this 
symmetry could be identified with the laws of mechanics and 
thermodynamics clearly demonstrating their common oirigin. 'lhe 
four-element set, space - time - energy - momentum shmYed further 
symmetry properties which were similar to those of a tetrahedron 
thus admitting three pairs of linkages. 
One of the linkages was examined in the light of 
epis t emology. 'lhe asynunetry implied in the concEpt of observation 
and the invariance of physical laws ·with respect to the space-time 
frame guided us to relativistic mechanics. 
From the synunetry requirements of t.1-!e 'I'wo-Sp ace Universe, 
a syniliolic frame was developed analogous to Eddington's 256 
dimensional frame for the quantum mechanics of the three dimensional 
universe. The symbolic frame corresponded to a calculus consisting 
of eight symbols . It vras denoted as octavions and lead to a 4 
or 64 dimensional frame for quantum mechanics. 
The octavion algebra w-as shmm t o satisfy the requirements 
of a closed system for ·which a matrix repre sentation was found. 
Octavion analysis vras discussed with spe cial emphp_sis 
reg"-'~rding idempotency and spectral se ts on account of the signi-
ficance attributed to t nem in Eddington's development of ~uantum 
IVIe chemic s. 
1be constants of nature were examined in relation to the 
frame, and the units w·ere determined in such a manner that only 
three (or posa bly tv.o) experimental measurements were necessary to 
give all information aoout this hy9otehtical Two-Space , wrld. 
Finally an attempt was made to const ruct an atom in 
'l'wo-3pace. The equation of motion was developed by ext ending 
the laws of mechanics to the quantum region of uncertainty. A 
method of calculating the energy l evel of the t wo-s pace atom was 
i..r1dicated. 
II. To the philosopher of special intere st will be 
a. A definition of time and :p ce on the basis of 
the statistical l aYrs of physics. 
b . The correlation of an epistemological concept 
with a mathematical formalism on the basis of synunetry 
propertie s and subsequently its identification with 
the laws of physics. 
To the mathematician the developments of interest Yrill be 
a . A concise formulation of Hamil ton 1 s equations 
of me chanics in t erms of conurrutator brackets . 
b . Development and analysis of octavions, an 
eight-s:v.mbol al~ebra intermediate bet~een Hamilton's 
quaternions and ~ddington•s sedenions. 
/ 
c. Matrix re1)resentation and spectral sets of 
octavions. 
To the physicist the i'ollovring developments vrl.ll be of 
particular interest : 
a. A tetrahedral symmetry was shmm to relate sots 
of physical variable s such as found in HaJI1il ton's 
Equation of Mechanics and in Maxwell's Laws of 
Thermodynamics thus establishing a non- statistical 
link betw·een the lavvs of mechanics and the lavrs of 
Thermodynamics. 
b . A comparison oi the concep ts of time and of entropy . 
c . •ln attempt to correlate time &J.d entropy oi' the 
1.mi verse . Preliminary calculat ions yield 10 l2. calF"G/ sec 
as constant of proportionality anci the entropy of the 
universe at present as 10 ~s cal/° C 
III. 
d . A generalization of Bddington 1 s system of 
fundamental constants . 
The contribution, 'ivhich this dissertai~ion intends to 
make , is to be found primarily in an examination oi' the necessary 
conditions for the construction oi' a coherent if somewhat simpler 
Universe . 'l'he purpose of this investi gation vras diametrically 
op;Josi t e to that of nost investie;ations in ,J!1ysics . '111e discovering 
oi· lm-rs -Hhich explain the obs :::! rved phenomena ,-.ras only a secondary 
aim, the primary aim being the g reatest possible unif ication 
and inte:Iration of these laws. 
'Ihe simplified Universe of 1\-ro- ,Space -,·ras shonn to be a 
most nel -Ji'ul model to 7fhich la:rs and symmetry r el a-c,ions could oe 
ap~1lied and could be investigated "VIith less mathema;tical effort than 
,;aul d be re'-tuired for a l'hree- Space Universe . If the aim of phy sics 
is to integrate all lavJS and pos t ulates into a cohe l'ent system, the 
model of the '.L'-;m- ~3pace or Sixty-Four Dimensional Universe may 
provide the testing material to the physicist. 
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